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WTF? Guide 

YOUR HANDY GUIDE TO ANSWERING 
THE MOST-ASKED QUESTION IN TANKWA TOWN



You hold in your hands the single 
most informative document in 
Tankwa Town. It’s designed to  
help you navigate our town and 
make sense of what you see,  
so your experience can unfold in 
new and interesting ways. Just be 
aware: all things in Tankwa Town 
are –ish, so scheduled events may 
happen earlier or later than listed 
in this guide. The only way to know 
is to get out there and find out for 
yourself.  Enjoy your explorations!
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Where the hell is Off-Centre Camp? And who are all these 
wonderful people? And, WTF IS THAT THING? OMG! 

Welcome home!
Here’s what’s new this year: 

  Our event hub (Off-Centre Camp) has moved. It’s now 
between 8ish and 9ish, and, like Tankwa Town, it’s 
grown over the years. Rangers, Medics, Volunteers, 
Arteria, Sanctuary, Media and Ice are all located there, 
check it out.
  The DMV is now at 6ish amid a cluster of machine love.
  There are two new (quiet) camping zones between the 
entrance road and Lady Davina Boulevard.
  The Clan burns Friday, the Temple on Saturday.
  You look even better than last year.

Wtf?

Photo by Jonx Pillemer
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- Off-Centre Camp is even better than last year, head on oevr and check it out- If it's far from the madding crowd you're after, head to the new open camping to the right of Entrance Rd - If your camp's too cramped with vehicles, park some of them in the parking lot along Entrance Rd to make more space- Private camps who use tent erection companies need to meet them at the rendezvous spot, located on the old airstrip, to direct them to the camp location, and assist in erecting tents- the watercourse between Lady Davina and the gate is off-limits, as we're doing our best to protect what's a sensitive biosphere with very soft sand. - If you're into mountainbiking or trail running, there's a 35km trail that starts & ends at the yellow Welkom caravan at 2nd gate.Getting lost in the desert is dangerous, so please use it with a partner/s, and take water. - The R355 is even more keen to eat your tyres and teach reckless drivers a serious lesson. Don't let that happen: drive safely. - Radio Free Tankwa is broadcasting on 99.9FM - and is looking for your stories and performance (head to the live studio @ OCC for more)
- Traffic pulsing will be in effect on Exodus all of Sunday. Relax, tune into radio Free Tankwa and remember to secure your load. 
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Event Services

01 oFF-ceNTRe cAmP (occ)
Your friendly local community centre 
and information station - now between 
8-ish and 9ish on the Binnekring. It’s 
HQ for Rangers, Medics, Sanctuary 
and our operations centre - and it’s 
where Kid’s Registration happens. The 
big red booth is where volunteers can 
sign up and check in for most shifts 
(or be pointed in the right direction). 
There are loads of blackboards with 
shift lists on display - and lots of 
space for you to leave messages for 
friends & campmates.

Lost & Found items will make their 
way here, and there’s a donations box 
for Outreach. Open mic / creative & 
performance space daily from Monday 
to Sunday - read the Performance 

section for more information, and 
check out the boards on the day. 
Rumour has it there will be ice cream 
for an hour every day...

Open every day from the 25th until the 
4th of May, 08h00 to 20h00 Monday 
to Sunday. 

02 ToIleTS 
If it didn’t come outta your body, it 
doesn’t go in the potty. Our toilets are 
all round the edge of the camping 
areas and there are even some in 
the camping area, and some in the 
Binnekring. Please use them. The 
longdrops come with lovely views. 
Look for the white flags and lights. 
A red flag means it is out of order, 
please use the next one.

Photo by Jonx Pillemer
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Located between 8-ish and 9ish on the Binnekring, this is HQ for Rangers, Medics, Sanctuaryand our operations centre - and it’s where Kid’s Registration happens. The big red booth is where volunteers can sign up and check in for most shifts (or be pointed in the right direction).There are loads of chalkboards with shift lists on display - and for you to leave messages.Lost & Found is also located here, and there’s a donations boxfor Outreach. It's also an open mic / creative & performance space daily from Mondayto Sunday - check out the boards on the day and speak to Princess Feisty about getting a slot. Ice cream. Sunset. Open every day from the 25th until the4th of May, 08h00
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03 AIRSTRIP 
Take a look at the map to see where 
our airstrip, and helipad are - and 
please don’t go anywhere near them 
when planes or choppers are taxiing 
or landing, even if it looks cool. 
Planes are fascinating for the kids but 
also very dangerous - please never 
touch them, or go close, without the 
pilot. They can bite.

04 DRoNeS / Rc AIRcRAFT
If you plan on operating a drone 
recreationally or to shoot footage 
from, you need to register your drone 
with our UAV team. Harry from the UAV 
team will be at Off-Centre Camp at 
12 midday each day to advise drone 
operators on fly zones, do inspections 
and assist with registrations. 

05 DPW 
They built this city - the roads, the 
streetlights, the toilets you use and 
the signs that help you find your way, 
so show them some love! One way 
you can do that is by donating any 
unopened or non-perishable goods 
(including beer) you don’t need, on 
exodus. Another is by not asking to 
borrow their tools - or walking into 
their camp uninvited, as it’s their 
home, not a theme camp. 

06 DmV 
If you have made a Mutant Vehicle 
this is where you come to license it 
to drive in Tankwa Town. Remember 

to bring your registration number. 
Meet sporty horny types in short skirts 
playing pool and handing out traffic 
fines. The home of oxtail potjies, gifted 
coffee and the smell of LRP.  Home to 
delicious craft beer. Located at 6ish. 

07 meDIcS 
Headaches and hangovers? They’re 
not emergencies. Our medics are there 
to assist in emergencies only - so for 
all other medical stuff, be self-reliant 
and use your medical kit. Look for 
the big red cross and inform your 
campmates of where to find them if 
needed. Located at Off-Centre Camp.

08 RANGeRS
Rangers are non-confrontational 
community mediators, there to 
promote awareness of potential 
hazards, ranging from sunburn 
to tent fires. They are NOT police 
but interactive participants of the 
community who protect and assist 
the people of Tankwa Town - not the 
property. To be a Ranger, a sense of 
humour and flexibility is a great asset; 
it’s a way of meeting and engaging 
with the burner community. Rangers 
are also the eyes and ears for the site 
manager on duty and the link between 
the field and the head Ranger. They 
carry radios and have support from 
the head Ranger. 

The Ranger Headquarters is in Off-
Centre Camp between 8ish & 9ish. 

Photo by Jonx Pillemer
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09 SANcTUARY 
A quiet space for participants who 
are having a rough time of it. If you 
have a psychological emergency, 
this is where you can find calm and 
sanctuary. For more information check 
with the Rangers or Medics. Located 
at Off-Centre Camp. 

10 VolUNTeeRS
Signing up for a Volunteer shift? Fancy 
Greeting at the Virgin Bell? Being a 
Volunteer Faery or Coordinator at Off 
Centre Camp ? MOOPing a mess? 
Help registering children? There are 
numerous ways you can step up and 
volunteer - and we welcome you no 
mater what skills you have. It’s a 
great way to make your experience 
more meaningful and give back to 
the community. Volunteer HQ is at Off 
Centre Camp. 

11 meDIA BooTh 
Members of the media and 
documentary filmmakers, this is 
where you register on site and can get 
info on where to find representatives 
of AfrikaBurn for handy quotes and 
interviews. The Friday morning Media 
session will be at 11am in the Media 
tent at the OCC. 

12 Ice, Ice, BABY 
The coolest - and only - thing sold in 
Tankwa Town. Open daily from 11am 
–2pm, Monday to Sunday. Located at 
the OCC. 

13 mooP SWooPS 
Join us as we stroll the Binnekring 
and spread the Gospel of MOOP. 
Monday-Saturday, starting at 2pm 
from Off-Centre Camp. Bring your 
MOOP bag and a buddy or get one 
from us. p.s: we will be stopping 
along every pub along the way…

14 The mIGhTY mooP 
mARch
Saturday at 2pm, from Off Center 
Camp. We got Mutant Vehicles, 
we got good tunes, we got the MC 
Raphael, we got MOOP bags to 
give away, we got a Mission and 
a Purpose: Spread the message of 
Leave No Trace love while hitting 
every pub in town! Bring a flag, a 
banner and a bag, come dressed up 
and join us as we walk the talk and 
swoop and de-MOOP. Let the power 
of the beat move your feet, come 
celebrate your creativity as we pump 
the heartbeat of our humanity - if you 
love your space, Leave no Trace!
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Theme camps

AB cRASh coURSe (51)
Fata Morgana 
VRRROOOOOM!! Bring your slot art car to the 
AB crazy crash course slot car junk track. 
Test your art car driving skills, rediscover 
that inner child, release the fun. Be advised: 
Daily random operational hours.
6.20ish on Binnekring

AIRBRUSheD DeSeRT cReATUReS 
(26)
airBrushed desert Creatures
Come see murals, people and creatures 
all beautifully air-brushed. Desert creature 
shows and night-time UV delights on show. 
If you like what you see, get airbrushed too, 
nude or clothed, and join the parade, even 
get a professional photograph.
Times on camp notice board.
Monday to sunday: 11.00 to 15.00 
airbrushing of willing Tankwa villagers 
(first come first serve)
5.20ish on Binnekring

ANoTheR mAN’S TReASURe (47)
Clothes swap & share
We are a bunch of strays with lots of 
beautiful used clothes to give, lend and 
share with fellow burners.
6ish plaza 

cAmP ANVIl (52)
Metalheads
Flames & bangs & beer & repair. Gifting 
fire and explosive entertainment.
6.30ish on Binnekring

ATomIc loVe FAcToRY (14)
sunshine deluxe
Get hitched! Celebrate your lurve at our 
Vegas-style wedding chapel.
The Seven Day marriage of highly effective 
AfrikaBurners. Change your husband 
/ or wife as often as you change your 

underwear. Why? Because you can. It’s 
all about experiencing the polygamy of 
instantly gratifying love in a non-judgmental 
space. Bring your friends and make it 
official with our speedy non-binding sunset 
wedding extravaganza. Various wedding 
packages available. Get a polaroid to 
remember your special day/days. Bookings/
enquiries: @4ish / directly with Elvis
Monday to saturday: Party night
3.50ish on Binnekring

The BASecAmP (43)
spaCe orphans
A spacey sanctuary, where weary desert-
space orphans come to join the cuddle 
puddle, tea in hand and hearts in home. 
Soft things and shelter from the wind or 
heat. An intimate effort, a hidden gem of 
comforts. Look out for the portal that will 
mark the wormhole to an alternate space.
Corner of offering & Boom st  

BeAch PleASe! (66)
dirty love aFFairs
This is not just your average beach bar. 
We bring the luxury of a five-star seaside 
resort to the citizens of AfrikaBurn. Relax 
in shaded comfort with the sea breeze 
on your face, or visit our spa for some 
pampering. If you’re feeling more athletic, 
try your hand at one of our many beach 
games. Then watch the sun go down while 
sipping on an ice-cold cocktail served up 
by our snazzy (but friendly) waiters. And 
on Thursday evening, you’re invited to 
the Captain’s Ball - where Tankwa Town’s 
high society mingles in style. Make sure 
to dress your best, because this will be a 
classy affair!
Monday to sunday: every sunset cocktails, 
something for everyone!
7.40ish on Binnekring
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BeDAzzleD (56)

We gift the experience of personal 
transformation. Walk into our space as 
you, and walk out as anything else you 
want to be. A mythical creature - no 
problem! A fire breathing dragon - easy 
peasy! A dazzling array of costumes, 
wigs, hats, accessories, make up and 
masks await. BORROW and BRING BACK 
principles apply!
cnr 7ish & Binnekring

BeeS KNeeS (62)

Do you care about bees? Want to do 
something to help stop their declining 
population? Do you love honey? Have 
you ever tried drinking honey-flavoured 
vodka while playing Le Boule? Honeybees 
are responsible for a third of all our food 
supply. Without them, we would starve. 
We want to create awareness around how 
important bees are to the planet’s survival.
Monday to sunday: 16.00 to 18.00 Le 
Boulle daily tournaments
cnr 7ish & Buitekring 

BeFoKTe KoSche (3)
purveyors oF Fun
A scented hub of delicious food and funky 
beats. We will be providing fellow burners 
with a meal a day consisting of pancake 
breakfasts, evening braais, midnight 
potjies, noon pizzas and fresh lemonade 
to keep you juicy in the desert heat. Come 
on in, mingle, mix, satisfy your taste buds 
and feed your love buds!
Monday to sunday: from 09.00 tequila 
smoothies and egg rolls, midday 
lemonade and from 18.00 supper with 
pizza, braai, potjie and pancakes
2.10ish on Buitekring 

BIRThDAY SUITS (80)

WCNA and other nude burners
Ever skinny-dipped in a rock pool on a 

warm starry night? Our camp is for those 
who love to rock it out nude at the Burn. 
Come and experience the joys and healing 
powers of a true nudist experience. Leave 
your shame, pretences, hang-ups and 
clothing at the door. Naked fun events 
include You Can Leave Your Hat On 
bike ride: Friday 12pm. and the Tankwa 
Treasure Hunt: Saturday 10am.
9.45ish on Binnekring

BoeRASSIc PARK (81)

Do you remember safari suits, daai 
kommen kam in die kous en Springbok 
Radio? Come over to your traditional 
Afrikaans ‘tuiskombuis’ on the Binnekring. 
Join us daily for freshly baked delights like 
vetkoek, pannekoek & stokbrood, roasted 
coffee, communal bonfires, and campfire 
stories. Keep an eye on our blackboard for 
updates.Open every day, from around 12, 
maybe to 3. 
Monday to sunday: 10.00 to 12.00 
vetkoek & pannekoek and 20.00 to early 
mornings communal fires & sharing of 
stokbrood & syrup
cnr of 10ish & Binnekring 

BUBBleS & BASS (1)

A home of warmth and positive energy 
during the morning hours. Together with 
a team of artists, musicians, circus 
performers, dancers, planners, bartenders, 
builders, architects, thinkers, dreamers, 
and lovers we’ll be rockin’ you out from 
sunrise til noon with bass-tastic energetic 
house music and bubbly. We offer you 
champagne to relax, a comfy chill space 
to enjoy the sounds and a place to rest 
your feet or dance some more.
wednesday to saturday: party night
2ish cul-de-sac on end of Buitekring 

BURNING BADmeN (88)
the Burning BadMen (and woMan)
Every town has a ghetto and Tankwa is 
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no different. The Burning Badmen Theme 
Camp is the dark alley you do want to 
turn down. Come and join the hustle and 
get the flow outside our apartment block 
or show off your skills at our basketball 
hoop. Playas only…
Monday, wednesday, Friday and sunday: 
Party night
cnr Kwanza & 10ish Boulevard 

The BURNING BUSh (46)
the Burning Bush teaM
The gift of Peace: An oasis in the desert. 
We gladly receive travellers passing by. 
Refresh yourself and seek refuge from the 
sweltering heat by day and the host of 
the air by night. Come see what creative 
activities are scheduled for today. Need the 
gift of healing? Some spiritual insight? A 
safe space or a listening ear? We are able 
to help. Young and old welcome.
6ish plaza

BURNING mAIl (16)
the Burning Mailers
Tankwa Town’s very own post office. 
Write or type a letter or postcard, choose 
a beautiful stamp and post your creation, 
we will get it there. Send a message to 
any address in Tankwa Town, or leave a 
message for a friend if you don’t know 
where they are camped.
Monday to sunday: 10.00 to 16.00 post 
office open
4ish on Binnekring

BUY-A-DoNKeY BAR (7)
ChiCKenist & My Child
Pop by for a drink, a chat and some fun 
at the bar, a super chilled experience 
hosted by a truly international bunch of fun 
loving human beings. We will be serving 
red wine sangrias and deliciously infused 
moonshine shot chasers daily between 1 - 
5pm to da sound of Russian & Romanian 
deep house beats.

Monday to sunday: 1pm to 5pm 
(bar serving sangrias & fruit-infused 
moonshine shots) 
2.30ish on Binnekring

cheRRIeS (41)

Tucked out of the way, if you want us 
you’re going to have to come and find us. 
Just two of us in residence this year so 
don’t expect to find us home all the time. 
Cherry Pancakes are made fresh in the 
morning at the Camp. 8am-10am ish. The 
rest of the camp will operate from 1pm-
4pm daily - shade and gifts. The vodka 
and brandy will mostly be served mobile - 
i.e. we’ll be on the road with it offering it to 
passers by. We’re friendly though, so if the 
lights are on, come and visit!
Monday to sunday: 08.00 to 10.00 cherry 
pancakes
offering street opposite Capacity street

The chURch oF memNoc (36)
Congregation For MeMnoC
All Hail ye Church Of Memnoc, believers 
and followers of the LED and eminent 
pathways of The Outer Rim: in the Church 
we house the light bearers of the Memnoc 
Discultimate Led Frisbee extravaganza. 
We call on all ye in the Town of Tankwa 
to come join us for holy communion 
and divine sacrament in our chosen 
place of meeting: our goddess inspired 
throwyourselfaroundandchasethedisc 
meeting.
Monday to sunday afternoon: services, 
baptisms, exorcisms and gift-shop 
shopping.
cnr stofadil street & Buitekring

coNNeXIoNS (63)

ConneXions will provide a space for 
classes, talks, workshops and gatherings 
around relationships and intimacy, bliss-
dance and yoga.
7.15ish on Binnekring
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The cUPcAKe BAR (59)
KaMp KapKyK
Found on the Buitekring, it’s a miraculous 
feat, a cake feast. There is a bar, but 
not your usual treat. Here you can get 
cupcakes, sometimes freshly baked, and 
even decorate your own, for that special 
friend you want caked. Open every day, 
from around 12 to maybe 3. Whoopeee!!
Monday to sunday: 12.00 to 17.00 
cupcakes and tunes
wednesday & thursday: party night
6.15ish on Buitekring 

DeSeRT mAGIc (28)

Come and chill with us in our Bedouin 
tent, kitted out with carpets, cushions and 
comfy chairs. From 2 to 5 each day we 
serve flavoured teas and biscuits in china 
cups and teapots. At 5pm our resident 
magician will entertain you with a magic 
show. You’re welcome any time of the day.
Monday to sunday: 14.00 to 17.00 
Flavoured teas and biscuits and a  
magic show.
5.30ish on Binnekring

DISco TRooPeRS (4)

Where old meets young and young meets 
old. Music-wise, vibe-wise & human-wise. 
We aim to get everyone under one roof 
by playing the best of Funk, Disco, Soul, 
House & many more from the fifties to 
2015! Dance your ass off and blame it on 
the boogie!
Monday to sunday: all day & night music
thursday to saturday: party night
cnr 2ish & Buitekring

Dome oF The WoRlD (29)
the dutChies 
The world is in chaos. Nations, 
religions, armies, organisations and 
even individuals are fighting each other 
to conquer a place for themselves. This 
temporary world we create in Tankwa 

Town should stay far far away from all 
this. Visit the Dome of the World and help 
create a wonderful and peaceful place to 
be, to relax, and to meet other like-minded 
free spirits. 
5.40ish on Binnekring

DooDle BUG (38)
doodle Bug Creative BloCK
Grab a brush & some paint and unleash 
your doodlebug on our art blocks. 
Hang your piece on the Desert Doodle 
Gallery wall for the show  
You’re welcome to come retrieve your 
blocks at the end if you want to take them 
home, otherwise they become part of a 
growing gallery.
6ish plaza

The DUSTY DUTchIeS (60)
spray art ColleCtive
“For dust thou Art, and unto Dust shalt 
thou return.” And yes indeed! Here you’ll 
find good ol’ Spray Art, good ol’ Dust and 
thou shall return! Amen! But Be Wary: 
This camp contains explosive Dutchies. 
And more importantly, there’s always 
something Fishy going on in here... But 
please note: Don’t push that red button!
6.30ish on Buitekring

The FlAmIN’ meRKIN (76)

For all of your merkin and margarita 
needs... Swing by for our daily margarita 
happy hour around sunset, for somewhere 
to chill in the daytime, and for a party 
when the sun goes down. Expect 8-bit 
diversions like Live Pacman, plenty of 
workshops and lots of booze.
Monday to sunday: 09.00 to 11.00 Coffee 
+ a Vibe and every afternoon large-scale 
interactive games. 19.00 to 20.00 Merkin 
Margarita Happy Hour, Check daily board 
for workshops on Playa Time
tuesday to Friday: party night
9.20ish on Binnekring
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The FloW ARTS commUNe (65)
the Flow arts
A community of flow artists: fire dancers, 
object manipulators, dancers, musicians 
and yogis, here to give you the gift of 
flow. Flow is what happens when an 
activity occurs without any hindrance from 
inside or out. From the flow of knowledge, 
to the flow of dance, from the flow of 
music, to the flow of air during yoga. 
These are things you can join in and 
share. Experience meditation of flow, the 
consciousness of self and others through 
games, learning, music and dance.
7.30ish on Binnekring

FloWeR SPIDeR (61)

Flower Spider camp is the home base for 
our giant pneumatic spider robot made 
from recycled materials. You can meet 
and interact with the Flower Spider out on 
the playa. No activities at our camp, our 
spider just lives here.
7ish urban edge on Buitekring

FRAcTAl chIll eThIoPIAN  
coFFee hoUSe (68)
ManiFestMent
Calling all shade seekers, coffee lovers and 
desert roamers to come and experience 
our Ethiopian coffee, lovingly made in 
earthenware pots on a fire outside our humble 
abode. Coffee is served in small cups, and 
accompanied by popcorn specialiTEAS. The 
good vibes will be enhanced by soft, melodic 
and natural tunes.
Monday to sunday: 14.00 to 16.00 
Serving Ethiopian coffee, Moroccan tea and 
popcorn.
7.50ish on Binnekring 

GARDeN oF UNeARThlY  
DelIGhTS (32)
unearthly teaM
Welcoming Unicorns and burners for an 
out of this world experience in our shaded 
garden - bring your mug for cappuccino 

and treats between 7.30am -10am. Tea or 
coffee for the rest of the day while stocks 
last. Shooters at 9pm daily. Sharing of 
tables is encouraged and everyone is 
welcome to enjoy the funky shaded space. 
The garden seats 100, it’s an awesome 
place for chilling and meeting new friends.
Monday to sunday: Coffee and tea from 
9am to 3pm and from 5pm to 7pm and 
Shooters at 9pm.
cnr 6ish on Binnekring

G.B.U. (6)

Bringing good musical vibes.
2.15ish on Binnekring

The GIFT oF NAVIGATIoN (27)
lost endeMiCs
Where are you from and where are you 
going? No matter your orientation, you’ll 
find some direction here!
5.30ish on Binnekring

GReASemoNKeYS (48)

Adrift in a hot, dusty, and weird looking 
sea? Wind knocked out of your sails? 
Is your car making a smell that it 
wasn’t making two hours ago? The 
Greasemonkeys are here to solve your 
mechanical and electrical problems! Is 
the bicycle you borrowed from your aunt 
(the one you found covered in spiders in 
the creepy shed out back) now squeaking 
uncontrollably, and longing for some 
TLC? Need a puncture repaired or a tyre 
changed? We can do all of this and more. 
Volunteer Greasemonkeys welcomed!
cnr 6ish on Buitekring 

hAVe The GUTS To Go DUTch (33)
de naChtwaCht
Yes, Dutchies in da orange camp! 
Unconventional, creative, tall - we love 
to go nuts in a catchy happy way. Be 
surprised at what we will bring to the 
festival - it will lift your spirit! Be a little 
nuts too, and have the guts to go Dutch 
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with us. Live music and over the top Dutch 
interaction, join! Wacht niet op de nacht, 
pop in day and night!
6ish Boulevard (between Binne & 
Buitekring)

cAmP hIGh T (23)

High T is back with their winning formula 
of banging beats & sunsets sessions. 
Join us at 5ish around 4 o’clockish on 
Thursday and Friday and whip up some 
sunset sensationalism. 
Now focus hippies - here’s what we’re 
looking for: 
For Thursday’s shenanigans dress *Kit-T*. 
We’re talking sexy kitties, pulsating 
pussies, and one or two rambunctious 
roaring lions. 
On Friday get *Froo-T*. Think sexy 
strawberries, think watermelon dribbling 
down your chin, think Elton John.  
Come in appropriate attire & feel the 
magic. Those in no attire... get a 
backstage pass. 3rd tent on the right.
thursday & Friday: at 4 o’clockish a 
themed fancy dress party sensationalism
cnr 5ish on Binnekring

The hoho lIGhT loUNGe (17)
CaMp Chaos
A shady paradise by day and a fantastical, 
magical light and musical extravaganza 
by night. Come and lounge under the 
cover of intoxicating shrubbery and chill 
to the Tankwa beats. Or, from the comfort 
of the Binnekring, tune in to 99.9FM and 
be enchanted from afar by the magical 
light show.
Monday to Friday: Party night
Monday to sunday: A shaded garden 
at daytime and a magical light show 
choreographed with radio at night time.
4.15ish on Binnekring

hoUSe oF cARDS (42)
CaMp phoenix
Spend a chilled afternoon playing cards 
or having your cards read. Poker players 
sign up for the desert tournament starting 
Wednesday. Experience a Zen Tarot 
reading or find out your personality type 
with our special Enneagram Cards.  
open 2-4pm.
offering st (nearish Boon street) 

hoUSe oF Wom(B)AN AND ReD 
TeNT (64)
daughters oF gaia
The House of the Wom(b)an and Red 
Tent is the home of the Feminine Divine at 
AfrikaBurn, incubating, gestating & birthing 
our New World – anchoring the seeds of 
love for ourselves, our community & our 
world. We gather together in sisterhood 
to honour the feminine in radical love 
and acceptance. A safe nurturing space 
to dance, sing, cry, listen, share & rest in 
the sea of our emotions – honouring the 
emotional creatures that we are.
7.20ish on Binnekring

The INK TRIBe (75)
the inK spot
The Ink Spot will silkscreen your clothing 
with the 2015 Burn logo. Bring your 
whatever it is you want to have printed 
or come and get a temporary tattoo, face 
and body paint, ink stamp or spray your 
body. Open from 10.30ish to 12.30ish 
and 2 to 4ish most every day if we wake 
up in time. 
Monday to sunday: 10.30ish to 12.30ish 
and 14.00ish to 16.00ish Open for T-shirt 
9.10ish on Binnekring

JUDY cAmP (78)
Judy Crew
While Judy is taking a sabbatical, the 
Judy crew will be offering a range of 
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events and services throughout Tankwa’s 
Town. There’s the Judy Queen of the Desert 
Air Star Show; Beans on Toast shows at all 
times of the times; a Mutant Vehicle Polo 
Tournament; and our Mobile lamp-shaded 
espresso and ice-cream bar from Judy’s 
Padawan Art Car, Jeff.
uprize plaza on 9.30ish Boulevard

cAmP KIKelezA (NUmBeR ReQUIReD) 
the KiKeleza ColleCtive
The Kikeleza Collective is a group of CPUT 
Architecture, Industrial Design and Interior 
Design students, a theatrical performance 
collective from Khayelitsha and musos 
from Johannesburg. Check our board 
for performances to be held at the CPUT 
bandstand. 
cnr 9ish on Buitekring

KUlA Dome (8)
guys FroM androMeda
Doof-doof getting you down? Come through 
to Kula Dome for some good tunes, clean 
grass and a friendly game of croquet.
Monday to sunday: from sundown to 02.00 
good tunes and playing croquet.
2.45ish on Binnekring

lemoN-AID  (40)

Dying in the heat? You’ll love us when 
you find us, hidden in deep suburbia, the 
ultimate in aid - LEMONAID! Look out for 
the mighty mobile lemon bringing you our 
famous aid all over the Binnekring.
offering st (opposite Capacity st) 

lIGhThoUSe (87)
lighthouse Crew
The Lighthouse is an orientation and 
inspiration for all you adventurers out 
there. Whether it’s for a relaxing teatime, 
a blasting party or a dinner to find new 
friends. Welcome home stranger!
Monday, wednesday & saturday: Party night
cnr Jewel street & 10ish Boulevard

loVe YoUR PlANeT oN  
7De lAAN (57)
love your planet ColleCtive
If you have hopes for a greener future 
and are into all things hemp, then this is 
the perfect place to unwind. The chilled 
out tunes and up-cycled environment will 
help set the tone as you mingle with our 
like-minded ‘Love your Planet’ crew.
Monday to sunday: 16.00 Mint and 
Hemp leave tea
thursday to saturday: party night
cnr 7ish on Buitekring

mAGIcAl mYSTeRY moB (62.5)
MagiCal MoBsters
Roll up, roll up for the Mystery Tour! Join 
our daily treasure hunt, collect the secret 
signs and be part of the Adventure. Those 
who solve the mystery get VIP invites to 
participate in each day’s Magical Mystery 
(Flash) Mob happening... it’s Radical 
Inclusion in action! 
cnr 7-ish & Binnekring

meTASToFASIS (12)

“When we accept small wonders, we qualify 
ourselves to imagine great wonders.”   
- Tom Robbins, Jitterbug perfume.
Small wonders start with breakfast 
pancakes, coffee and morning beats.  
Don’t be shy we won’t bite… much.  
By night we are the Illumo Naughties  
who like to dance our sox off. Come and 
Star Surf, ride a tube into the Milky Way. 
Tired feet can take the Moozooki Tankwa 
Taxi on the nowhere to road. Where 
we will end up? Nobody knows. Great 
wonders perhaps.
Monday to Sunday: every morning small 
wonders start with breakfast pancakes, 
coffee and morning beats and every 
evening The lllumo Naughties who like to 
dance our sox off.
3.30ish on Binnekring
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mIDNIGhT SeSSIoNS (55)

Come and enjoy our folky/bluesy/rocky 
indie music concerts, all recorded live 
shows, shown for your pleasure on a big 
screen. See and hear the greats like Dylan, 
Cash, Nelson and Young in some hard to 
find live recordings. Every night just after 
sunset. Our gift to you - good solid music, 
played by good solid people.
6.50ish on Binnekring

mISFITS oF mARRAKeSh (86)

Home base to the Arabian Magic Carpet 
mutant vehicle and a space where you can 
create your own Arabian Nights ‘Misfit’ at our 
Misfit Playpen. All the materials needed for 
you to create your own Misfit are right here- 
rip apart stuffed animals/creatures, stitch 
parts together, and even your best friend 
won’t recognise you. Open daily.
Monday to sunday evening: A chill space 
where you will have the opportunity to 
create your own “MisFit”.
cnr entrust street & 9.30ish Boulevard

The mYSTIcAl loUNGe oF  
BoDY AS ART (20)
eCleCtiC Corporeal artistry
Mould and forge one’s identity, let the outer 
self reflect the inner image, express oneself 
as one truly is or would like to be and to 
use the body as an Art form. Have your 
face painted, adorn a body part with the 
San Clan image, create a henna design, 
or get body-painted. Cocktails every day 
at 5pm. All burners welcome – adorn 
yourself or relax in our chill areas. We 
are excited to see old friends and looking 
forward making new ones, growing our 
burn family.
4.45ish on Binnekring

NeFelIBATA (45)

Bring your old clothes or make a new 
uniform … Make jewellery, buffs or 

bandannas, get some henna on your bod, 
check the schedule, there’s something new 
every day. Make it up and down a cocktail 
to get you on the way. 
Monday to sunday: 11.00 to 13.00 
activities with a cocktail to get you on the 
way.
6ish plaza

NeW BeGINNINGS (35)
Just the two oF us
Expose yourself and let the warm rains 
cleanse your body, mind and soul. Hot 
showers as abundant as the waters of the 
River Ganges flowing from Shiva’s hair.
Monday to sunday: Party night
Monday to sunday: Hot showers in the 
morning
stofadil st (nearish abundance st)

cAmP NoW (82)
the dusty people
Be in the NOW. Body art stencilling, 
pancakes, silent party, TNT’s will definitely 
happen at “whenever-we-get-our-shit-
together-O-clock” – watch the signboard 
outside our camp for even more confusing 
information. If we’re around come have a 
chill with us. Jump on “Buggy Nights” and 
come play at “Love in the NOW”
uprize plaza on 9.30ish Boulevard

The oASIS (30)
the First ladies
In the midst of the searing hot desert you 
will find our tropical Oasis bustling with 
life, laughter, luscious plants and a fine 
mist of fresh water to softly touch your 
skin. It will soothe and revitalize all desert 
dwellers who follow the stepping stones 
through the little green jungle. Relax under 
the shady tent, listen to the chimes in the 
breeze and be a part of this little circle of 
life in our oasis.
5.50ish on Binnekring
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oh’lImPIX (67)

Remember the golden days, you’re ten 
with knobbly knees and a fearless spirit, 
holidays in crusty caravan parks with 
foofy slides, the Games Room, Ping-Pong, 
Foosball, the dartboard, the hustle? Oh, you 
were an Olympic champion. At Oh’LimpIX 
our games and giant skittle zipline give you 
another chance to be that kid. Come play. 
Monday to sunday: 9.00 to 11.00 and 
15.00 to 17.00 Human ten-pin bowling
7.45ish on Binnekring

The oRPhANAGe (71)
stoFKinders
Roll up! Roll up! Adopt an Orphan now! 
The Orphanage is giving a home to 30-odd 
virgin Burners and Burners who have 
travelled from far, far away. We’re giving 
them an instant family, and shelter from the 
dusty streets of Tankwa Town. If they can 
sing the first lines of “It’s a hard knock life”, 
they might not have to scrub the floors. It’s 
all about the love. 
The Orphans need you to show them a 
bit of Tankwa magic. Come around to 
The Orphanage at nine-ish and meet the 
waifs and strays, adopt one for an hour, a 
morning, a day… hell, for the rest of the 
Burn! Put them to work, show them a good 
time, share a meal, treat them to dazzling 
moments as they watch their first burn. It’s 
your gift to the commonwealth, and they’ll 
be a gift to you!!
8.30ish on Binnekring

oz@ emeRAlD cITY (10)
the lollipop guild
Somewhere over the Rainbow, skies are blue 
and the dreams, that you dare to dream, 
really do come true. Follow the Yellow Brick 
Road to EMERALD CITY, where troubles melt 
like lemon drops, and the best friends are 
expected. It is fine to trust your instincts, close 
your eyes and leap, just don’t take green 

drinks from strangers. Ever! Except our green 
shooters! Promise they’re safe!
Monday to sunday: Party night
cnr 3ish on Binnekring 

The PANcAKe PeoPle (31)
pe panCaKe people
The Pancake People are serving pancakes 
daily - 8am to 10am - and whenever else 
we flippen like! Make your way down the 
rabbit hole for a magical pancake sprinkled 
with love, laughter and absolute silliness.
Monday to sunday: 10.00 to 11.00 and 
15.00 to 16.00 serving pancakes 
5.50ish on Binnekring

PeDAlS FoR PeAce (39)
CyCling CyCos
We deliver pre-bought bikes to burners in 
Tankwa Town at the start of the Burn week, 
and maintain and service bikes for duration 
of the burn. Bikes gifted back to the camp 
will then be distributed to schools and 
projects in need in the surrounding areas. 
The delivery of bikes to the projects will 
happen in the week after the Burn!
6ish plaza

PlANeT KNoWheRe (25)
guardians oF the galaxy
A retreat for beings from around the Galaxy, 
our base camp in Tankwa Town will bring 
outer space down to earth for a celestial 
celebration of our eclectic and eccentric 
spirits. Space cowboys, astronauts, aliens, 
guardians of the galaxy - humans and 
aliens alike, come join forces in a lawless, 
interplanetary experience. Dance together 
under our Moon, Planets and Stars, 
and bring harmony to those we share this 
sacred space with. Part of ‘Astronomers 
Without Borders’. It’s Global Astronomy 
Month.
Monday to sunday: Every afternoon come 
over for time travel or photos on the moon.
5.15ish on Binnekring
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PURPle SPANKING BooTh (19)
good Friends
We offer spankings whether you have been 
naughty or nice, bare bottom or not, the 
choice is yours. After a good spanking you 
will be rewarded from our Screaming HOT 
Orgasmic Bar - if you dare. If spankings 
are not your thing, try our Spin-to-Thrill 
wheel - oops sorry we can’t guarantee no 
spanking there either...
4.30ish on Binnekring

PomPeN & PImPeN (74)
poMpies united
Did you know the Dutch have an average of 
2.4 bicycles per person? Not surprisingly, 
we know what makes them spin, tick and 
most importantly, stop ticking! You can 
trust us to get yours up and running if it’s in 
dire need of tender love and care. Pompen 
& Pimpen’ is a bicycle repair station that 
understands looks are just as important 
as function: Join us while we make you 
the proud owner of a unicorn bicycle, 
a thunderous raincloud on wheels or 
combine you and your best friend’s bicycle 
into a cozy tandem!
cnr 9ish on Binnekring

RUST ‘N DUST (13)

Your Bring-en-Braai Camp! Look out for the 
annual Tankwa Town Inter-Camp Potjiekos 
Kompetiesie! Meat or veg... we don’t judge 
but no packaging please. Wednesday at 
sunset it is ON. Our FIRE will burn late into 
the night.... and every night for the nights 
that bite. Friday is the night of 100 mielies, 
so look out for our mielie ladies handing 
out bits of golden deliciousness. There may 
be beer involved... just follow the reggae.
Every night for the nights that bite: 
Communal bonfire with good tunes and a 
small spontaneous dance floor.
2.40ish on Binnekring

cAmP SKADUWee (21)

Look out for the Burnt Orange camp at 
5ish where you can rest, relax and chill 
protected from the sun and listen to the 
variety of music performances that take 
place all through the day. Join us from 
5pm every evening for our Sundowner 
Sessions with our guest DJs. Meet, connect 
and reconnect at Camp Skaduwee.
Monday to sunday: early morning yoga
Monday to sunday: from 17.00 Sundowner 
sessions with our guest DJ’s
wednesday to saturday: party night
cnr 5ish on Binnekring

SmoKeN ToKeN (9)

Our camp will be aSmokin and aToken, 
come join in the anarchy. Your ears will be 
massaged by the sounds of Soul, Funk, 
Disco, Rock n Roll, Hip Hop, R&B, Deep 
House and many more alternative genres. 
Strictly no radio music. Take some time 
out from the Binnekring mayhem, shelter 
from the midday sun, paint your nails, 
make yourself a one-off AfrikaBurn-themed 
bracelet or necklace. Arrive at the burn early 
and you will be gifted with ice cream on 
Monday afternoon. Come and have a fat jol 
with us on our party nights.
Monday to saturday: 1pm till sunset 
daytime beats, nail polish and bracelets & 
necklaces
Friday & saturday: sunset party.
cnr 3ish on Binnekring

SmoKeScReeN (24)
trolleywood
A curated selection of movie shorts on a big 
screen - a mix of animation, stimulating 
documentaries and have-to-be-seen award 
winners. Our ‘smokescreen’ cinema is on after 
dark, vwith comfy seating, popcorn and snacks. 
Join us on the red carpet with our well-dressed 
ushers before the screening for a cold drink 
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while we set up our amazing theatre.
wednesday to saturday: short movies  
at 8.30
cnr 5ish on Buitekring

SoNSKYN eN WYN (69)

Come and “whine a bit”, everyone 
welcome. Taste and drink some of the 
finest unfiltered low sulphur wines from our 
sunny South Africa. Please bring an empty 
glass and fill it when you pass, or come 
lay on the deck, just make sure you convey 
respect. We’ll have braai drums, bring your 
chops and wood, the rest is moot. Artists 
and musicians come say hi, we would love 
to hear your notes fly.
cnr 8ish on Binnekring

SPAce coWBoYS (15)

Come join us for afternoon tunes and 
cocktails in our misty-cool bean-bagged 
chill zone. Our brilliant barmen will shake 
up some whimsical tasty concoctions to 
keep you in the zen zone while our DJ’s 
deliver some deep house tunes. At sunset, 
join us at Abracadabra for a giant sunset 
swing to send you off into the night.
wednesday–saturday: every afternoon a 
daily DJ with great sounds and free bar party!
cnr 4ish on Binnekring 

The SPIRIT TRAIN (83)

The Spirit Train is AfrikaBurn’s boldest 
project so far. A massive 35m long 
steam punk mutant vehicle called LOBO, 
The Spirit Train for AfrikaBurn. Our, and 
hopefully your, mutant vehicle which 
transforms bad energy into good. The Spirit 
Train is a mobile train of sorts, rigged 
with a chunky sound-system, designed to 
resemble a steam-punk Wolf – the spirit 
animal. Positive relations, intuition, instinct 
and a thirst for gatherings are the traits of 
the wolf.
uprize plaza on 9.30ish

cAmP STARDUST - The ART oF 
GIVING (54)
CaMp stardust
Visit the Art of Giving and express your 
inner artist on our cube canvasses. Paint, 
draw and scribble to your heart’s content 
and be part of the exhibition Freshen up, 
revitalise and beautify yourself at the 
Beautification Station.
wednesday to saturday: 10.00 to sunset: 
beautification station
6.45ish on Binnekring

The STeAmPUNK SAlooN (72)

Some people like to go bigger. Some 
people like to go better. Some even like to 
go bolder. But that’s never been enough 
for us. We like wilder. We like saucier. We 
like naughtier. The only way to improve on 
the best night of your life is with the best 
night of your after-life (duh). If you survive 
the night, we’ll be severely disappointed 
in ourselves. So come on over if you dare. 
Steampunk Saloon DJ’s from 7pm every 
night and brazen burlesque shows at 8pm 
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday night. 
Wind down with us for our sundown to 
sun-up set on Sunday night.
thursday to saturday:  
20.00 Burlesque shows
thursday to sunday: Party night
cnr 9ish on Binnekring 

SUmmeR cAmP (77)
disvonneCt
A bright, colourful camp with morning 
Broffees, afternoon ice-cold Chardonnay 
and evening Tunes. Join us for a morning 
wake-up, a sundowner and an evening 
dance. With lots of smiles, friendly faces, 
funky upbeat tunes, cool lighting and 
visuals, our camp welcomes you. 
Monday to sunday evening: The BoomBox 
for dance experience in the desert 
(schedule available at camp)
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Monday to sunday evening: Funky Tunes 
on our colourful dance floor with fantastic 
lighting, great sound, projections and an 
awesome chill area
Monday to sunday: 10.00 to 11.00 brandy 
coffees with rusks and biscuits
wednesday to sunday: 17.00 ice-cold 
Chardonnay
cnr 9.30ish on Binnekring 

cAmP SUNSeT oASIS (34)
Freerange
Find us in our regular spot at the end of 5ish. 
Stop by for a deeply relaxing interlude at our 
beautiful day spa. Draw a gift of water from 
The Oasis (and make a wish); luxuriate in 
a shower; refresh body and mind; gift and 
receive massage, foot rubs, reiki treatment, 
facials, and indulge in iced tea. Take a 
memory of this relaxing vibe with you in the 
form of beautiful, handcrafted crystal jewellery.
Monday to sunday: 11.00 to 17.00 the 
spa will be open for showers and body 
treatments and Ice Tea.
cnr stofadil on Buitekring 

SWeeT loVe cINemA (53)
the sweet love CineMa ColleCtive
Expand your mind to new dimensions 
with awareness-raising documentaries, 
perspective-twisting shorts and groove-
inspiring classics! We invite all Burners to 
submit films and stills for a retrospective 
of Burns gone by – both far and near – 
showcasing on Thursday.
If the film is before midnight, it’s suitable for 
children, so dress-up and come along kids! 
Every night will be themed - see our daily 
schedule board outside.
Monday to sunday: 14.00 to 18.00 
kids activities, 18.00 to 20.00 cocktails/
mocktails, 20.00 to 23.30 films – kids 
classics, 23.30 to 02.00 films – shorts
Films and shorts will be screened daily, 
please check our schedule board at the 
cinema for daily line up.
6.40ish on Binnekring

SYmBIoN BlISS VIllAGe (22)
the Bliss_ters (ForMerly the Jozi 
Barrio)
Blazing trails through worm-holes in 
hyperspace, in a whirl of tops-hats and 
petticoats; the inter-dimensional explorers 
from Burning Lands far and wide come 
together once a year to celebrate life in a 
state of symbiotic bliss! Enter our intimate 
spaces and synthesize newly discovered 
patterns of abundant wisdom.
4.30ish on Buitekring

TemPle oF RocK – YeS PleASe (18)
people oF the deep south
Originally just YES Please we have 
morphed into a very Pleasing Temple of 
Rock. And rock we do. We have scheduled 
performances, we have unscheduled 
performances, we have the Warden of the 
West (be aware and take care), there will 
be shooters and crazy dressed-up folk. 
Horns are out and ready to ROCK.
4.20ish on Binnekring

ThIS mUST Be The PlAce (89)
the language ColleCtive
There is a not so fine line between space 
and place. Space is something abstract, 
without any substantial meaning, while 
place refers to how people are aware of or 
attracted to a certain piece of space. A place 
can be seen as space that has a particular 
meaning, and phenomenology tries to find 
the essential features of experiences in the 
direct and indirect experiences of space/
place. Confused? Well all you need to know 
is this must be the place. Now come and 
find it!
Monday, wednesday & Friday: Party night
Monday–sunday: morning yoga after sunrise
tuesday, thursday & saturday: Bring ’n 
braai day
wednesday–Friday: 17.00 break dancing
10ish Boulevard cul-de-sac, deep south
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ToNY’S TARANTISm (84)
the CollaBorative syMposiuM For 
Cruisers and desert woBBlers
Tarantism Camp aspires to bring 
people together through art, radical 
self-expression, gifting, fire and music. 
Tarantism is the overwhelming urge to 
dance - feel it - come one, come all, we 
open our arms to you, share our love :)
Monday to sunday: Morning: Tequila 
sunrises, Daytime: Soft service ice creams 
and grilled cheese sandwiches.
uprize plaza on 9.30ish Boulevard

TRANSIT loUNGe (11)

Follow the windsock! A beacon on the 
horizon with colourful solar powered light 
fantasy, the Transit Lounge is always 
open! Shade by day and shelter at night. 
Stop your circumnavigation of the playa, 
change plains/planes and enjoy the 
funky, housey, dancey, whoopeedewoopy, 
trancey solar powered music. There’s an 
interactive olde-worlde map where you 
can mark your birthplace, some boerewors 
to share over the noon hour, a wind-up 
gramophone and 78” records to play. 
Monday to Sunday: Music all day, boerie 
around noon and the interactive map is 
always here so mark your place of birth!
3.15ish on Binnekring

TUTURARIUm (37)
the lentilheads
The world would be a brighter, happier place 
if we all wore tutus everyday. Brighten your 
day, and Tankwa Town, visit the Tuturarium 
and make your own tutu to wear at the Burn. 
If you love it, keep it or when you’re ready for 
a change of style, return your tutu and we’ll 
regift it to a tutu-less Burner.
Symbion Bliss Village, 2pm,  
Thursday 30 April.
6ish plaza

VolSTRUIS PAleIS (5)

A celebration of what the ostrich has 
brought to the Karoo for generations. Right 
now, their environment is being threatened 
by fracking, pumping harmful chemicals in 
the earth. We’re here to raise awareness, 
come visit our “drinking birds” to show 
your support. High tea & jazz. Have your 
portrait taken. Open daily. 
Monday–Sunday: Afternoon Tea, cake, 
scones, sandwiches, buchu brandy & 
witblitz.
cnr 2ish on Binnekring

VUVUleThU (85)
vuvuCreative
The old burners’ retirement village 
where the crazy ramshackle, chaotic, 
disorganized, burnt-out old farts and 
dropouts of years past hang their hats.
9.30ish Boulevard between donate & 
entrust streets

zoolA (79)
MidBurners
The Zoola is a hidden place of rest. 
Desert travellers, space pirates and urban 
cowboys will find a corner getaway to lay 
their legs up on a table and commiserate 
with other wayfarers. This is no shoddy 
cantina, beware! Open only to the 
honourable, the sick and the playful. 
A Zoola, its roots in old Arabic, is a 
comfortable resting place with seating and 
cushions, designed to provide guests with 
a homely feeling.
9.30ish on Binnekring

oNe TIP FoR eXPloRING: 
Loads to see & do, right? Right! One 
tip: take a bag, with water, and a 
cup. They'll make your explorations 
(and libations) all the better. Onward!
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16ShADeS (46)
praCtiCal MagiC
Sound illuminates the night, 
as audio is transformed into light. 
with synthetic shadows we play, 
in 16 shades of grey.

ABRAcADABRA (2)
nix davies/spaCe CowBoys
‘We create as we speak’. Self + Interact 
x Create = Momentum + Experience / 
Delight = Continuous Gift x Conscious Life 
= Exponential Wonder.

AD INFINITUm (38)

Ad Infinitum is a tribute and memorial to 
our beloved Thembi Khutshwa who died 
in December. His kindness and boundless 
positive energy continue in everyone 
who knew and loved him. We carry his 
enlightened soul in our hearts on our 
onward journey.

ANANSI’S GIFT (24)

Kwaku Anansi is the legendary spider who 
brings trickster energy to the human and 
divine worlds. Anansi’s gift of prophecy 
warns humankind that we are surfing over 
the edge and into chaos. This is the sister-
piece of the FlowerSpider, constructed 
by the children and youth in the crew. 
It is emergent, inspired by the moment, 
unpredictable. The children hear Anansi’s 
message clearly even when adults fail to 
listen.

BAllooN chAIN (RoVING)
roBert Bose
The residents of Tankwa Town are invited 
to help build the installation, hold onto 
it, walk around or bike around the desert 
with the line of balloons attached to them. 

At times, you can also control the lights 
in the sky. The shape of the chain is also 
affected by the wind speed and direction.

BooBAlooB (BIRThDAY SUITeS 
cAmP, 9:45-ISh AND BINNeKRING)
traCy Faulds
As infants, each one of us depended on 
the magnificent human structure that is 
the breast, a magical vehicle for feeding, 
protection, growth, nurturing and love. To 
view, touch, latch onto, hold, compare, 
imagine and to lose... it is something that 
defines a woman, intrigues a man, and 
nurtures a child.

BURNING SUBTeRRAFUGe (55)
group x
sub-: under or below a particular level or 
thing
terra: land or territory
Fuge: expelling or dispelling either a 
specified thing or in a specified way
subterfuge: deceit used in order to achieve 
one’s goal.
Subterrafuge was built for AfrikaBurn 2014 
as an attempt to comment on and raise 
awareness and resistance, not only to the 
fracking of the Karoo, but to all selfish profit 
driven destruction of the last few areas of 
natural wonder still left on the planet. In 
2015 the structure will burn, but we hope 
that its message will remain. Thank you to 
everyone that has made this possible.

chIlD’S PlAY (11)
die speelgroep
Rediscover your inner child in our Child’s 
Play castle. Life size discs from your 
childhood playroom are fitted together to 
create a colourful retreat for daydreamers 
and grown up children.

Artworks
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The clAN (1)
the giFt
From Sutherland to Tankwa
A place to meet. A place to share.
Afrika, Benny, Davish, Duncan, Isa, 
James, Jeff, Julia, Karel, Kobus, Koekie, 
Kosie, Lollie, Nathan, Quinton, Rico.

come DINe WITh me (29)

A giant hexagonal pot is cooking. We, the 
Chefs invite you to ‘Come Dine Me”. Go 
through the red curtain with 5 buddies, get 
into the pot and be surprised. You’ll leave 
with a big smile on your face, but don’t tell 
anybody! Your friends have to experience 
“Come Dine Me”  themselves. 

clUB SANDWIch

Feed your chakra through your 
oesophagus. Vegetarian friendly, but only 
because of budget constraints.

BAND STAND AND GeoDeSIc 
AFRIcAN BlANKeT AND PoT (39)
Cput
Built by a group of students from the CPUT 
Department of Architecture, Interior Design 
and Industrial Design. They are an ECP 
group (Extended Curriculum Program) of 
Architecture and Interior Design 1st years 
and are accompanied by a group of fourth 
year (BTech) Industrial Design students 
who are involved with Fiscella.

DISSIPATe (45)
tsK…tsK
Dissipate represents the impermanence 
of life; how structures, whether physical 
or notional, tend to move, transform, 
morph and eventually deconstruct and 
dissipate. The artwork celebrates structure; 
by morphing from a basic compressive 
structure into a complex suspended 
tensegrity structure.

The DooR (3)

Come and open me. At night...

The DooRS oF PeRcePTIoN (28)
the doors
“Ideally the ultimate retreat is to retreat 
from the past and the future, to always 
remain in the present.”

el mIRADoR (33)
las Miradoras
Lookout, hangout, gather. The top layer 
provide an elevated view of the art around 
the binnekring, and the netting mezzanine 
is the perfect place for relaxing during 
the heat of the day. This friendly spot is 
ideal for any time of the day. Get weird 
sunburns, meet new people and watch 
surrounding sculptures burn.

eNTANGleD_BeAT (15)

entangled_beat: heartbeat gifting device. 
Make entangled_beat light up with 
your heartbeat. Something personal is 
converted into an experience for others. 
Bring a friend, meet a new friend, it takes 
two. Best viewed dusk, night, dawn.

eVeRY loVeR leAVeS A GIFT IN 
PARTING (54)

Sometimes a gift can be unexpected - a 
smile from a stranger, a hug on the 
binnekring... But sometimes we only see 
a gift when it’s too late to say thank you... 
Write a letter to say thank you for the gift 
that you discovered when the giver had 
already left your life, and the birds will 
take it to them in the fire and smoke.

The elUSIVe KARoo SToFADIl  
(18 & 50)

The elusive Karoo Stofadil was first spotted 
in 2007 on the R355. Many burners have 
become victims of these terrible creatures 
and are thankful for the work done by the 
band of infamous stofadil hunters.
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FReeDom (31)
artvarK taxi assoCiation
Most gifts are wrapped only to be revealed 
later, although sometimes we get a peek 
into the gift.  Freedom has many facets 
that can be explored. Sometimes freedom 
is given, but sometimes it only rises from 
the ashes.

FIRe BAllS (RoAmING)

A mobile remote detonated fire ball machine.

FIScellA (39)

A CPUT Industrial Design Art Installation on 
Participatory Design for Climate Change, 
Fiscella was used to collect perspectives on 
climate change from communities en route to 
a conference in Windhoek. Fiscella continues 
her journey here, adding the element of water, 
she comes alive through music, poetry and 
performance on and around the stage. Her 
journey runs from re-birth to new hope to 
despair and conflict around climate change.

FlAmING BAllS oF De KocK 
etienne de KoCK
Great Balls of Fire descending from heaven. 
The faster you crank the faster they fall.

FReAKIN BeAcoN (26)
dla
If you are fond of conspicuous colours, or 
attracted by a strange intention, turn your 
attention to the light, and you will lose your 
tension. If your natural high’s a peakin’, 
and you don’t remember what you’re 
seekin’, come and dance and have some 
fun, at the Freakin’ Beacon!

FReeDom
artvarK taxi assoCiation
Most gifts are wrapped only to be revealed 
later, although sometimes we get a peek. 
Freedom has many facets, sometimes it’s 
given, but sometimes it only rises from 
the ashes.

Go WITh The FloW (36)

“A synchronised flow of light and colour 
and wave motion creating designs of 
animated suspension!”

The GIFTING chAIR (59)
lagniappe
 The Gifting Chair - a traditional gifting 
space. Use it in anyway you like. A 
backdrop for photos, to embrace your inner 
Tankwa personality, as a place to give or 
receive, simply to rest or to contemplate.

The GIFTING TRee IN The FloW 
FoReST (26.5)
the Flow arts CoMMune
The gifts of shade, food, air and clean 
water, among many others, all come from 
trees. The Gifting Tree is a reminder of all 
these things and more. As an extension 
of the Flow Arts Commune it also gifts a 
space to learn and a place to play within 
the larger Flow Forest. It’s an oasis of 
spontaneity based on the consciousness of 
now and the love of flow.

GRAPhoASIS II (48)
sandile radeBe
Shade, shelter and water.  The structure 
projects three meters into the sky, marking 
the earth playfully through the language 
of graffiti, colour, tone, texture, form and 
text – tagging in the unexpected setting of 
the desert.

GReeNSPAce (41)
the greenlings
Contained in a small oasis dome, 
Greenspace gifts a lush escape for 
moments of peace and contemplation.

The GeoGRAPheRS (56)
Jenna BurChell
The Geographers is an interactive 
instrument that appears as three beautiful, 
tall columns far out in the desert of Tanka 
Town. By touching a column you will 
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hear a unique audio story captured by the 
artist Jenna Burchell during her stay at 
AfrikaBurn this year. Each day new audio 
is revealed. Find her walking Tankwa 
town with her recording gear and share 
your time with her to help her understand 
your idea of love, home, land and cultural 
belonging in this temporal village that is 
the Afrika Burn community. This artwork 
offers the gift of story telling.

heARTS (35)

Four interactive controllable LED hearts 
used with an iPad. 

INTeRPolATe (4)
dendrytiC systeMs
Approach the podium and use your hands 
to conduct the glowing cubes’ hue and 
brightness in real-time; orchestrating gentle 
waves of colour change, pulsing flashes 
and more.

“JY’S ‘N BIeTJIe VeR VAN  
ceReS AF” (40)
ColleCtive unConsCious
The cornucopia, or horn of plenty, is a 
symbol of abundance and nourishment.  
The nearby town of Ceres, renowned for 
its fertile soils and delicious fruit juice, is 
aptly named after the Roman goddess of 
agriculture, grain crops and fertility. As a 
gift to all of you who got lost trying to find 
this bountiful valley we welcome you to 
shelter under our giant Cornucopia where 
you will find comfort, wine, fruit, togas and 
looove.  

KAlAhARI cAlAmARI (22)

Come for a bite. 

lIGhT INTeNSITY (27)
dla
Pause a while friend,  
where you stand now so once was I,  
where I am now you soon will be,  
so prepare yourself to follow me.  

Find us and forever let the light change 
your intensity.  
Come sit in the mushroom garden and 
be free.

loVe (23)

The Bedazzled Crew brings you LOVE in 
all shapes, sizes, colours and disguises. 
Express your Love by personalising our 
love with your touch. Our giant love has so 
much love to give, so come get as much 
as you need <3

loVe IN The NoW (37)

Spin the bottle to find a new friend and give 
them a big smooch, pick a menu item at 
the hug cafe or kissing booth or try out the 
Spank Bank. This isn’t just for participants, 
you can man/woman the booths. Voyeurs 
welcome, participation celebrated. Love 
NOW!!

loVe lIFe AND eVeRYThING elSe 
(58)
rooiBaard
This is the tree of Love, Life and Everything 
Else. Each strand represents the flow of 
life. We connect and form strong bonds at 
each branch, weaving us into the heart of 
one strong trunk, uniting us with the earth’s 
strength.  Drawing from this strength, we 
move away from Mother Earth, yet still 
connected, as we branch out into our own. 
Starting to feel the outside world, we sway 
to the movement of the branches and the 
movement of our freedom within ourselves, 
discovering the acceptance of being. We 
are everything and everything is us.

loVe The WAY YoU lIe (51)
roelien BrinK
The song is about the deterioration of a 
relationship, a cry for help. The work is a 
wider call for attention, a challenge to the 
viewer. “We love beauty and nature but 
at the same time have a fascination with 
destruction and death”. 
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lUmoS (32)
Judy the MagiCal sChool Bus
There is a place between sleep and awake, 
a fond childhood memory. Now connect 
the pieces and make your face and the 
desert beam with delight.

meloDY oF The Sol (17)
awsoM
We live within the illusion of Earth’s 
hugeness. But in reality, relative to the 
Solar system, Earth is tiny. Experience 
the relative scale of the Solar System, like 
a musical melody, which is a journey 
through the notes, separated by moments 
of nothingness, come dance this space in 
between as you travel through the reaches 
of our solar system. From Pluto located 
16km away travel towards the 3m Sun, 
ending at the 3cm Earth. Most profound is 
the nothingness in between.

meRKINTeNDo eNTeRTAINmeNT 
SYSTem (m.e.S.) (AT FlAmIN 
meRKIN cAmP)
the FlaMin’ MerKin
Come satisfy your nostalgia for 8 bit 
graphics by making your own on the 
M.E.S. (Merkintendo Entertainment 
System). With a Flamin’ Merkin Margarita 
in your hand you can make pictures of 
PacMan and the Space Invaders aliens 
or a beautiful pixel artwork of your own 
imagining or just write rude words in pixel 
fonts. Your 8 bit imagination is the limit!

meTAmoRPhoSIS (10)
the teMple Crew
Metamorphosis is a temple to 
transformation. A sacred space for burners 
to burn all that no longer serves them, 
to honour their journey and those that 
have journeyed on. A space to meditate, 
contemplate, rejoice, mourn, release and 
celebrate all that is wonderful in this life. 

A place for ceremonies of commitment, 
farewell and friendship. You are invited to 
write on the walls and use the Temple as 
you need to.

The mIGhTY WAVe (6)

Rising from the dust is a wattle and reed 
fence, a humble line that turns into a 6 
foot high desert wave, with a frilly lip, 
sparkly edges, a deep shady tube, a place 
to quieten down and think of how flippin 
far this place is from the sea.

moBIloUNGe (RoVING)

The MobiLounge is a portable solar 
powered sound system with a complete 
DJ mixing desk. It features an integrated 
light show including lasers and sound-
synchronised LED lights. The MobiLounge 
will visit other artworks throughout the 
day and night where it will create a festive 
ambience.

moNolIThIc (34)

One of the greatest gifts given to humanity 
- our intelligence - may have started with 
this enigmatic harbinger. Visit this herald 
of thought, and ponder its message: What 
will you do with your gift?

The mooP mANIFeSTo (AT The 
GReeTeR STATIoN AND VIRGIN Bell)
the Bliss’ters
Welcome to Tankwa Town! For the next 
seven days this place will be our home.
This place of endless natural beauty! This 
place filled with joy, laughter and love!
When we leave here we want to leave-
no-trace. Because how we treat this land 
speaks about how we treat one another 
and about how we treat the world. How we 
treat this place speaks about who you are 
and about what you stand for. There are 
no ‘’dustbins’’ and there are no ‘’cleaners’’ 
- each person cleans up after themselves.
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mUTANT STUDIo (20)
dirK pieters
Calling all mutant vehicles! Please show 
up for your studio portrait at the Mutant 
Studio - it’s the first Drive though Photo 
Studio ever made, and it’s coming to 
Afrikaburn.

DIe NINJA BloKKIe (12)

Balancing in the winds of time, the mighty 
ninja blokkie battle shines and meets his 
final foe on Thursday eve! Come cheer for 
our little hero please!

NoThING (57)
the saFety Fourth ColleCtive

The NoWNoW TRee (9)
the nownow triBe
The NowNow Tree celebrates the vibrancy 
of Africa, while providing a space for 
sharing, teaching, learning, and playing. 
The tree invites you to host an event, share 
a story, make someone smile, or just relax 
on its comfy roots and contemplate the gift 
of life. It is lit at night by the stored energy 
of the sun. The creation of a thousand 
forests is in one acorn.

oRGANISm (52)
CroaK and the pythian painter
Organism is an interactive, transitional 
and multiform (free-form) artwork 
This organism will be created on site at 
AfrikaBurn. Everyday it will grow and 
transform during performances by Croak 
and the Pythian painter and also you, the 
hungry expressive burner by mixing all 
the elements that’s been used to bring on 
trance since the earliest of times. Sound, 

visual and movement., a mixture or 
different arts : conceptual, visual, music 
and dance. Depicting the order that forms 
out of universal chaos and randomness 
and the cycle of creation, living, 
experience and up to death (the burning)

The ocToPUS’S GARDeN (25)
the gardeners
A coral reef, like Afrikaburn, is a 
community of living organisms, all 
different, each making an individual 
contribution to building the beauty of the 
whole. The Octopus and His Gardeners 
invite you to become a part of the reef, 
to watch the seaweed blow and the coral 
create images of the long-ago liquid past. 

The oUTeR RIm (8)
the MeMnoC ColleCtive
Out across the desert night is a dazzling 
array of lines and lights – Memnoc’s 
Disc Ultimate day/night field! Memnoc 
commands you - come and play!

PeleScoPe (16)
eliav vanunu// e-Mind
Pele = wonder (in Hebrew). A giant 
rotating telescope operated by the user. 
Inspired by previous  wandering in 
Tankwa Town, appreciating the effort, the 
vision, and the acceptance that nothing is 
permanent.

PlAToNIc GIFT (53)
Brandnetels
Experience the Gift of fire, earth, water, air 
and the constellations at the centre of the 
Platonic solids - as described by Plato in 
350 BC. 

PoAcheD (42)
FuK in su pa
3 giant eggs, out of which hatch 3 different 
surprises, and a shadow puppet show in 
the early evenings.
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RAINBoW oVeR The clAN (RoVING)

Fred Stem/Rainbow Around the World
See a natural rainbow at 6 ish on the playa 
near the clan, just after sunrise on the first 
and second days of the Burn. 

RAINBoW SKY (14)

No need for a watch in Tankwa Town. 
When you spot the Rainbow Sky on the 
Binnekring, it’s time for Camp Skaduwee’s 
Sundowner Sessions with DJs Bruno 
Morphet, Marcela, Jimmy Chronic, Django 
and many many more. We’d love you to 
join us.

ReTRee (7)
JezeBel
Landfills and ocean gyres grow every time 
we throw away what we could reduce, 
reuse or recycle. Come and see the way 
things could be, if we thought creatively 
and consciously before we threw things 
away, and then consider the way things 
should be, if we’re throwing away what we 
could reuse each day. 

RIGhTeoUSNeSS (21)
the Burning Bush teaM
For all who are looking for God’s approving 
eye and the pass to Heaven: come face to 
face with the way created by the Creator. 
Look deeper than what we think we know...

RUFUS The IllUSIoNIST 
the ruFus Crew
Let Rufus trick and tantalise your 
perceptions of what is static and what your 
brain will move for you! Look deep into his 
eyes and let him mesmerize you... not a 
trick but an illusion!

SAcReD FIRe
wizards oF the Four winds
The Sacred Fire holds the sacred flame of the 
burn. It is a silent space of ceremony, cared 

for day and by volunteers. It is a space where 
we honour the Spirit of Fire, and what it offers 
us at the burn. Every aspect is designed in 
alignment with sacred geometry. Artists are 
invited to use this flame as a source of fire for 
their burns.

SAToRI (47)

In the Zen Buddhist tradition, satori refers 
to the experience of kensho, “seeing into 
one’s true nature”. Ken means “seeing,” 
sho means “nature” or “essence.” The core 
crew of assassins who made this possible: 
Daniel Popper, Graham Smith, Lucie De 
Moyencourt, Markus Wormstorm, Jarryd 
Bekker, Daniel De Kock and Shrine. Deep 
gratitude to the many other volunteers who 
aided and offered their gifts along the way 
with fundraising, support, build crew and 
construction advice. Thank you to Wayne 
Ellis and Jannes Hendrikz for their gifts on 
the visuals.

STARmAP (17.5)

Look up and relive an ancient dream. The 
movement of the sun and the stars mark 
the change of seasons, the beginning of 
ploughing and end of the harvest. Come 
to our star map and see the names that 
our ancestors have given to the stars that 
guided their lives. Learn the constellations 
and the position of the planets and find 
them in the night sky.

SUPeR FlY (43)
Big BaM Boon
A representation of the collective yearning 
to reach up to the sky and take off, 
unfettered by gravity and weighty concerns. 
Life can be so simple when you find your 
balance and spread your wings. Just how 
close can you get to the Sun?
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SKAATSSTAD RolleR DISco (30)
Cape town rollergirls
Dusty wheels, long socks, strong thighs 
and swinging hips- its time to welcome 
the first roller-skating disco to Tankwa 
Town! So bring your skates (or your 
blades) to the desert and come groove 
under the disco ball. Hosted by the 
Cape Town Rollergirls and their wanton 
entourage - some skates available to lend 
but please bring your own if you have... 
also, bring your own socks.

ShADeS oF FRIeNDShIP (60)

A gift of shade, a tranquil spot to sit and 
watch the good people of Tankwa. It is 
amazing how much more one can see 
when you are still. Also a place for friends 
to gather, but still be connected to life 
around the playa. If you have angel card 
readings to gift, wisdom to dispense, or 
need protection for the sun while you gift, 
come to “Shades of Friendship” 

The TANKWA ToWN GIFT 
DeclARATIoNS ReGISTeR (13)
the tanKwa town good governanCe 
authority
Gifting is the cornerstone of the Tankwa 
(anti) economy. The Tankwa Town Good 
Governance Authority now requires that 
gift declarations be made. Declaring 
gifts is a deeply personal and reflective 
process that reminds us to be thankful 
for what we have and for what we are 
given. It helps us be sensitive to all 
things gifted. A hug. A conversation. Fire 
Pools. Security Upgrades. Being deeply 
moved by an artwork. Falling in love with 
Everything. The guaranteed anonymity 
of declarations frees us from fear of the 
Omnipresent Tax Man and Moral Police. 
Come and make your beautiful mark for 
Good Governance!

The VeRY VISUAl PUBlIc SPheRe 
PRoJecT (5)
Mila rose heneCK
The Public Sphere - the maintenance of 
a demarcated space dedicated to hosting 
a free flowing and open dialogue that 
has the potential to positively contribute 
to democracy. This concept is embodied 
at AfrikaBurn, attempting to show that 
society is capable of self-governance 
through discursive exploration.

WoNDeRVIlle  (5:30ISh AND 
BINNeKRING)

An art project, for kids aged 3 to 83...  
a village of cardboard houses designed 
and painted by children and adults 
alike. We have a huge stockpile of large 
cardboard boxes, a supply of paint, 
brushes, rollers, receptacles, ground 
sheets, tape and box cutters. Join us and 
design, shape, paint & create your own 
house.
WonderVille will be burned around sunset 
on Sunday evening

oNe TIP: 
The artworks you see out here are 
composed of the dreams, blood, 
sweat and tears of many people 
who worked their asses off to bring 
you joy. They are a gift to you, so 
please don’t screw with their art 
unless invited, and don’t leave trash 
on them, in them or around them, 
or deface them. 
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A NIGhTS TAle
trevor MClean-anderson
Dress up for the Court of Camelot - and 
have the ride of your life. Slowly meander 
around the Kring - taking a load off 
your feat. King Arthur will be in charge 
of your destiny - couch therapy could 
include psychotherapy, chilling, massage, 
factor50, detox and retox - interact with 
the merry band of followers - regifting is 
encouraged

AeRATeD
Brett powell
Aerated is an art peace celebrating the 
female form and the energy of a wild 
woman. The outline is based on the form 
of a Tantric wolf Dakini I have been dating. 
The art’peace’ celebrates the wild woman 
who has become sexually liberated. She is 
free to celebrate and revel in her sexuality 
and to explore her desires for her own 
enjoyment and as a tool for sexual and 
spiritual awakening. She has liberated 
herself from the patriarchy and has thrown 
away the rulebook.  For men who are not 
yet awakened she is your every fantasy 
and your every nightmare.

ARmY FoR PeAce 
grant Meyer
“Ateeention!! Don’t stand in line, don’t 
make your bed. The dance floor is our 
battlefield, report to front left. And that’s a 
direct order!”

ARTVARK TAXI 
david Moller
Aardvarks are usually shy creatures, but 
once a year our own little Artvark comes 
out to play.  Grab a ride while you can...

AShToN
steyn roode
Enter the Dragon, as Ashton strolls 
by. Comfortable seating for 8 lucky 
pedestrians with Kalahari air conditioner 
and vibrant sound.

ASTRoDRAGoN 
wiM FilMalter
Follow or find the AstroDragon to the 
Mobile Obz from where you can view the 
Moon, Jupiter and Saturn through giant 
binoculars and telescopes. Registered 
event of Astronomers without Borders 
Global Astronomy Month. In cooperation 
with Planet Knowhere.

BAcKWARD FAcING DoG 
andrew higsonsMith
It’s orange, it’s giant, it’s furry and it’s full 
of fun - the backward facing orange dog 
will be rolling around the playa gifting 
transport and humour.

BAmBI ScRAmBleR 
Kelly groBler
This little buck rolls around the dessert 
keeping our burner family cool and 
refreshed. Keep a look out for this little 
buck in Tankwa as we will be serving 
icy water to fill up your water bottles and 
keep you hydrated. Also preventing nasty 
sunburns with our protection lotion. Ask 
the driver to take your photo with our one 
of a kind photo frame and check it online. 
Lasting sober memories for all.

BooGIe’ The Bee 
silas Crawley
Keep an eye out for Boogie the Bee, 
always buzzing about looking to shake 
a wing and bobble antennae. Honey 
sampling welcome.

Mutant vehicles
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BUGGAlUX 
Charl BothMa
Buggalux – a steampunked streched 
volksie having fun.

BUGGY NIGhTS 
toMer doron
Camp NOW is a new sexy beast on 
the playa complete with its very own 
headphones and a shiny red stripper pole. 
Look out for impromptu playa parties with 
our gorgeous DJ’s. Come for a spin on the 
pole or a spin around the playa. Dancers 
always get a ride!! Buggy nights is leading 
the Leopard Mafia prowl around the 
Playa on Thursday

BURNING mAIl PoSTAl VAN 
Craig Carter
As part of the Burning Mail theme camp 
we also offer an inter-camp postal delivery 
service, making our rounds across the 
Binnekring. This year we will have an art 
car, a big red postal delivery van for these 
deliveries. The van will be a mobile post 
office, so people who don’t make it to the 
Post Office can still experience the fun of 
sending postcards from the Burning Mail 
Van.

BURU-oPAleSceNT BIRDWING 
philip Kantor
Buru-opalescent Birdwing (Butterfly), will 
be a stripped down, 100cc motorcycle 
with bicycle frame sidecar in the form 
of a silk-worm cocoon. The bike will 
be adorned with a pair of opalescent, 
yellow and black wings and the sidecar 
suggestive of a cocoon that has given 
birth to the butterfly. Gold silver reflective 
tape will ensure the wings are clearly 
visible day and night. The front of the MV 
will be encased in a black butterfly head 
with LED headlights for night vision where 
the eyes would be.

cANDY cRUSh 
roger JaMes
Psychedelic love bug, fur and groove gift - 
take a ride, enjoy the trip

chIllmoBIle 
dion evert
Come chill with us on our ChillMobile as 
we transport you around Tankwa Town. 
We’ll offer you a cool and comfortable 
ride by day, in our shaded and misted 
lounge, while by night, we’ll be offering 
a mobile chilled session, featuring a 
superb selection of beats, provided by the 
very best DJ’s, on our own mobile sound 
system.

cloUD 9 
garreth herring
Clouds are awesome!!! Imagine cruising 
around the desert in one!! Well ...   Jump 
on cloud 9 with me and lets hit the jol, or 
cruise into the sunset :)  
I am here for you! Let’s make some 
memories!

cloUDY WITh A chANce oF 
RAINBoWS 
Cathy Box
Have you ever seen a rainbow at night? 
You’ll be sure to see one on the playa! 
At any time of the day or night, you can 
experience that magical moment after a 
storm when the clouds part and a rainbow 
appears. Come and get a tasty edible 
rainbow from us and catch a lift if you 
need it. Great weather just got wheels!

DAKAR GoPeD 
Conrad thiart
Simplistic off-road transportation.

De BloU Blom 
annali Matthee
Keep our Karoo green and our water 
clean... drink from our pond and enjoy the 
tranquillity in our garden
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DeBRA 
roB henshilwood
Like a phoenix rising from the ashes, 
the debra is making a comeback with 
vast technological, structural and dietary 
improvements

DIe NAT SKIlPADJIe 
Charles Meyer
When you see Die Skilkpadjie approaching, 
you can be assured of being refreshed and 
revitalized. You can also hop on for a free 
drive around the Binnekring.

elecTRIc DeeP SeA FloATING DeSeRT 
moNSTeR FISh 
roBert sCott
The ‘Electric Deep Sea Drifting Desert 
Monster Fish’ from Namibia is just that! 
An anglerfish with attitude. If you find your 
self drifting over the Tankwa plains, day 
or night, and happen to bump into this 
creature just holler “Bloep Bloep” and join 
our ‘Overlander Underwater Party’ and 
flipping fishy friends on a dancing journey 
to our next favourite flowcation or waterhole!

FloWeR PoWeR 
FranCi luBBe
A Bright orange Vintage vehicle converted 
into a flower-like vehicle to transport a 
bunch of Golden Oldies friends and family 
all around the beautiful Tankwa Town.  It is 
save, relatively soundless and 4x4 driven 
for all to enjoy and admire. The “Honey 
Bunch” needs some Flower Power to roll....

FloWeR SPIDeR 
JaMes Clayton
The Flower Spider is a giant pneumatic 
robot spider with a suit of flowers. We are 
pumping up her pressure and fitting some 
lightning fast Asian circuit boards so that 
she’ll be wandering the playa close to 6ish 
street on 8 legs (or collapsing in a heap 

of bent aluminium - no-one really knows 
whats going to unfold).  Onboard sound 
system and screen promise some spidery 
good times…

GeoRGe The DRAGoN 
John Montanari
Created by the Georges, for the Georges! 
Come join us for the Craziness.

GUlFeR 
peter sydow
This is your common Gulfer to fetch and 
carry the gifts around the Binnekring for 
those who are too tired to carry the gifts....

heAVeN 
niel JonKer
Heaven is a place on wheels. Catch a dream 
on the cosy mattress. Not much space so 
threesomes are the maximum load.

hello BoKKIe 
saMuel Murgatroyd
Every desert dweller needs a noble desert 
steed, and there is none so noble as the 
Bokkie!
Shouts of “Hello Bokkie” will be greeted 
with a “beep beep” and a ride around the 
Binnekring!

hoRNY GoAT WeeD 
wayne Myers
Life is giving back – with a little wacky to 
take the edge off!

I loVe lAmP 
raph groJnowsKi
I love lamp. Lamps are so versatile. Lamps 
can make you shine, smile and give you a 
belly full of ice-cream.

INVITATIoN To mUTANT VehIcleS To 
JoIN cRITIcAl TITS ToPleSS PARADe

Critical Tits 2015 is inviting all mutant 
vehicles to show off your mutant vehicle 
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and rescue some bare-breasted playa 
hitchhikers for our rambunctious topless 
ladies parade around the perimeter of 
the Binnekring at AfrikaBurn. Hundreds 
of goddesses, nymphs and sirens would 
love to mount your mechanical beasts 
to show off what their mama›s gave 
them, dance prance and perhaps even 
twerk during this fun and free radical 
expression of femininity. 
Mutant Vehicle line-up starts at 16:30 on 
2nd May outside SteamPunk Saloon.

Jello DISco loUNGe 
MiChael henderson
The Jello Disco Lounge is neither a 
jellyfish, nor a disco. But it is massif, in a 
tiny lounge kinda way. Come have a ride, 
or stop us for a chat. If you listen really 
hard you’ll hear the most amazing 60’s 
east coast soul disco that’ll have your foot 
tapping in all kinds of unnatural ways… 
but you have to get real, real close… 
C’mon in…

JellY IN The DeSSY 
savannah sCott
It was the dead of night, across the 
desert sand, not a creature in sight. But 
wait, what’s this? A majestic gallop... A 
glint of blue... An immortal life... And a 
whole lot of glitter. Could this be the Jelly 
in the Dessy?

JUST cRUIzIN’ 
della napoli
Just Cruizin around the Binnekring. All 
day everyday brutha. We take you to 
where you wanna be- an easy way to get 
around to all the coolest of cool activities 
at AfrikaBurn 2015. Lets park out by a 
dance floor or out in the middle of the 
dessert or next to one of the Burns or 
even with us at Ole Uncle Rai’s pozzy at 
3/4 o’ clock. PLUR

KATRYN 
niCCi van noordwyK
Katryn is mutant steampunk lion-cat. She 
roams the plains of the Tankwa living on 
dust and memories. She loves it when the 
circus comes to town every year. Then 
she feasts on desert rats, creepy drunks, 
sparkle ponies, errant children and the 
occasional white madam. She’s quite shy, 
but if you throw scraps of bacon at her 
from a distance she may warm up to you. 
She also loves a good ear scratch, but 
only from her beloved Princess Feisty. And 
she farts puffs of smoke...

KUBRIcK’S GRooVe 
Fausto BeCatti
Kubrick’s Groove is a cube of magical 
colour and free-flowing blocks, an 
exploration of changing your reality. 
Watch it glide gloriously over the sacred 
dust of Tankwa bringing a soothing sight 
for squid-eyes and come join us when 
we’re stopped to play with our blocks. It 
may even turn into a sphere by the end 
of Sunday. Feel free to join in our Stanley 
Kubrick inspired daily outfits:
Tuesday -`Spartacus 
Wednesday - Full Metal Jacket 
Thursday - A Clockwork Orange 
Friday - Eyes Wide Shut 
Saturday - 2001 A Space Odyssey

lIFe AQUATIc 
niCol dippenaar
In the luminous depths of the Tankwa 
Plains, Steve Zissu and his extraordinary 
crew of explorers inboard the “Life Aquatic” 
are in search to find the notorious “Jaguar 
Shark”.  If ‘The Life Aquatic’ bubbles 
past you, be sure to jump on board and 
join the  crew for an adventure or visual 
splendour or shout directions to the last 
sighting of the Magnificent and rarely 
spotted «Jaguar shark.»
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lITTle mAX 
lester Canninga
Here is a Mad Max type scooter that should 
add to the general feel of the event.

loKI 2.0 
Fraser BlaCK
In 2014, Love Your Planet on 7de Laan 
brought you Loki - the shape-shifting 
Nordic God of Mischief transformed into 
AfrikaBurn’s most mischievous Mutant 
Vehicle. Our Gift to you lovely people this 
year is Loki on steroids. We’re Brighter. 
We’re louder and we’re going to bring you 
more filthy deep house, minimal techno, 
DnB and old school house than is good for 
you. Wooot!!
Join us in the deep playa on Thursday 
evening from sunset for our Bollywood 
themed party. Plus our big rig will be set up 
for each major burn. (You look after your 
MOOP... And we’ll do the rest!)

lolA The DeAD UNIcoRN 
greg gilowey
So Rust n Dust, what are you braaing 
later? Unicorn...  tastes like sunshine and 
rainbows.

mAD hATTeR 
Kenneth van wyK
Madder than The Mad Hatter.

mADAFRIKA-The GReeN mAN  
AND FlYING GYPSIeS 
ilse appelgryn
MaDAfrika The Green Man & Flying 
Gypsies will honour the community in 
spirit & gifts...partaking in the expression 
of the Soul. We are real we are African we 
are what we want to be. MaDAfrika and 
AfrikaMaD.

mAGIc cARPeT RIDe 
CliFF giesenow
Go on a Magic Carpet ride with Buggy 
Nights!!!

mAGIc FoAmTASTIc FUN TRUcK 
anna shevel
We’ll be serving up foamy fountains of 
rainbow bubbles, bright colours, showers 
of crystal clear spring water and a mass of 
ecstatic people jiving, grooving, jumping 
and laughing together and playing together 
on the back of our truck. This human, 
carwash, biodegradable, peppermint foam 
shower party will be out on the playa 
wherever the biggest funnest party crowd 
is. Come dance in the shower and bring 
your friends! Coming clean is now finally 
more fun than getting dirty! 

mooP PUB cRAWl

“Hear ye hear ye, all mutant vehicles big 
and small, come join our fabulous MOOP 
pub crawl! Come play your tunes, come 
love the space, teaching one and all to 
Leave No Trace. Don’t dare delay, sign up 
today!!”

moozooKI AND SToFBoARD 
MiChael wilson
Moozooki Tankwa Taxi is Metastofasis’ 
lumolicious tired feet treat, taking up to 
18 odd Burners or 0.36 of a centipede.  
Mostly stationed between 3’ish and 4’ish, 
there are two departure times:  Daytime’ish 
and night-time’ish, heading in (unless 
otherwise stated) a random direction, 
‘burbs included.  If you can guess the 
timetable, feel free to hop aboard and 
experience the nowhere to road. 

moReTBARRoW 
peter du toit
Free beer for all do in my wheelbarrow 
need to say more unless it finish then there 
is non then it is ‘cos you drink too much.

moVING mAGIc  
mUShRoom loUNGe 
JaMes porter
The “Moving Magic Mushroom Lounge” 
is a chilled moving oasis of light, sound 
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and hospitality! The lounge features a giant 
mushroom, under which guests will gather 
out of the harsh Karoo sun. The lounge is 
dragged around the Binnekring by a large 
friendly snail, marshalled by friendly fairies 
and the odd excited elf.

mS mAYDAY

A roving desert rescue craft, on a mission 
to rescue poor tired souls from overly long 
walks in the wilderness….

mY GIFT 
niCholas van wyK
A zippy scooter turned into a gift box for all 
to enjoy

NeVeR eNDING SToRY 
wayne Jones
Based on Falkor in ‘The Neverending Story’, 
last years’ success will be even better.
Falkor will come to life at night with colourful 
lights all over.

oASIS oN WheelS 
stephen du plessis
Get where you need to go in true tropical 
style with the ‘Oasis On Wheels’.

oU RY PeRD 
JoMandie deMpers
Geen boer is kompleet sonder die perfekte 
perd nie. Ou ry perd is Boerassic Park se ou 
staatmaker as dit kom by meisie rond ry of 
vetkoek aflewer, een in die selfde ding.

PeAce ARmY 
grant Meyer
Out in the desert you will find nothing but 
peace. But find me on the dance floor for a 
jol, not war!!!

PeNeloPe PITSToP 
Janine der Kinderen
What perils awaits poor Penelope on the 
Player? Join us for this week’s exiting episode; 
will she escape with her lipstick intact? Pretty 
in pink, particularly pleasant and pottering 
precariously over the potholes... He-lp!!!!

PoRcUPINe
roBin Molteno
The Porcupine; kart-sized roamer. Known to 
provide incense from its quills. Light up a 
stick, why don’t you.

PUcK 
MiChael Claxton
Move over GI Joes, here come the  
Yoga Joes!  
Life is a series of dynamic changes and 
Puck is no stranger to these. The Military 
Maniacs’ Jeep has undergone an evolution 
and emerged from his cocoon with flavour. 
Lovingly decorated and adorned in spiritual 
designs from the Orient, Puck will be 
transporting the green Yoga Joes (The Toy 
Soldiers V2.0) around the playa in style. The 
highly popular photo booth from 2014 will 
naturally still form part of Puck’s precious 
cargo, giving Burners the opportunity to 
capture memories instantly and forever! May 
the peaceful force be with you...  
NAMASTE BITCHES!

PUPA 
nix davies
Butterfly of love. We are a continuous 
magnificence of transformation.

RASTA ShARK 
MarCo Bertoldi
Rasta shark got no political agenda; he just 
wants your green. 

ReGGAe ShARK #1 
Matthew evans
Reggae Shark is real. Him got a band with 
the seals. He don’t want to harm ya! He just 
wants your green. And he wants redemption.

ReVeRSe TRIKe (QUooTeR) 
MarKo der Kinderen
Scooter, quad, Quooter!! And now dragon 
rider… Some Gou Kijk engineering for some 
dessert fun. Leave everything behind and 
follow me....
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SmAll ReD BUS 
BoJan ivanoviC
The SMALL RED BUS offers free bus rides 
to and from the most popular destinations 
within our little town. Your bus ticket is 
earned by letting us know what is the gift 
that keeps gifting?

SmoKeN ToKeN 
devin isaaCs
If you see a speedboat cruising on the 
Binnekring, you are not hallucinating. 
That speedboat might just transport you to 
another dimension. You see me rollin’...

SPAceY

Look out for a lost UFO cruising thru the 
Tankwa. Ironically part of the FAR FAR 
AWAY crew. Spacey will lead you to FAR 
FAR AWAY’s big mobile stage for fun and 
entertainment!! So if you happen to see 
him follow him to FAR FAR AWAY

FAR FAR AWAY 
niCo Fourie
FAR FAR AWAY, will once again be 
banging away the finest psytrance beats 
this year.
Find our “mobile stage” between 10ish 
and 2ish far far away, Monday to Saturday 
night from dusk till late.
Thursday night we go 80s, find us in the 
Binnekring. So come boogie to the best 
80s and oldies tunes.

ST NIcK’S SleIGh 
Jay duFFett
St Nick’s sleigh. The ultimate gift 
chariot has been sent by Santa to 
provide happiness, comfort, excitement, 
and gifts to all the children of Tankwa 
Town. Come for the ride of your dreams, 
chill on a web, watch the sunset from 
a swing and hang out with Santa’s little 
elves. Do you have a Gift? Not sure who to 
give it to? Tie it to our Christmas tree and 

we will make sure that a very good little 
boy or girl will cherish it.

SUPeR SNAKe RocKeT 
Matthew MarinoviCh
I’m building a rocket and as soon as I’m 
done, I’m taking my friends on a trip to the 
sun.  The Super Snake Rocket she’s red 
and she’s sleek, when you see her cruise 
past she’ll no doubt make you freak!

TANKWA SPAce ShUTTle 
williaM sCott
My tuk-tuk will be transformed into a look 
alike space shuttle as you can see in the 
attach sketch, we will be offering joy rides 
with in the Binnekring, and my wife will be 
giving good gypsy advice to the troopers.

TBc 
adaM Browning
I would like to seek the advise of my 
compatriots before committing to this bit of 
blurb, hope that is okay? 

TeQUIlA BooBS 
MiChele vergers
Gifting of tequila through a woman’s 
boobs / man’s penis is a natural 
experience, loved by all. Love power. 

TeRAz The DeeP TANKWA DRAGoN 
hennie BredenKaMp
TeRaz the Deep Tankwa Dragon was 
unearthed by a group of musical 
archaeologists in the heart of the Karoo. 
When the conditions are just perfect at 
a special time of the year the spirit of 
the dragon can be seen flying low over 
the desert plains. If you listen carefully 
you will hear the sounds of the sweetest 
melodies and the phattest bass.

The APPle SeRPeNT 
Craig els
So you think you are Adam or Eve, 
frolicking naked in the Garden of Eden that 
is Tankwa Town!
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Approach the serpent with caution, as it 
may want you to share in its forbidden fruit 
and you will be damned to return every 
year after to the AfrikaBurn!

The ARmY oF ABANDoNeD 
TeDDYBeARS 
saBrina sCott
We’ve dusted ourselves off and escaped 
from the dark forgotten corners of your 
cupboards. We’ve come to the desert to 
kick up a storm and we happen to look 
cute while doing it.

The BoomBoX 
harry Boden
An eclectic, colourful industrial mash up 
BoomBox playing funky upbeat tunes to 
get your dance on

The BoUQUeT 
ryan MCnally
In the middle of the desert where nothing 
grows I brought all of you some flowers :)

The cARPeT oF DReAmS. BY IVAN 
DoUWeS

The Magical Flying Carpet will take you 
and your love to the ends of the Binnekring 
and beyond. Get ready to take to the skies 
on a Milky Way of stars...

The DeSeRT FoX 
adaM Meyer
The Desert Fox will be getting foxy and will 
be attending the motopolo.

The DeSeRT JAGUAR 
neil FreeMantle
The Desert Jaguar with magical powers

The hATe cAR 
daniel popper
Gifting is only stealing from yourself! 
Also don’t cry in public - nobody likes a 
crybaby!!

The BIG SQUeeze 
trevor rosenField
If you’re dying of thirst on the Binnekring, 
look out for the mobile lemon. Our famous 
ice-cold lemonaid could save your life 
(or day).

The mAGIc cARPeT 
sCott Matthews
A skateboard with an engine... why not!

The mYSTIc BoeR - mR. SPARKle 
Marius roeloFse
Keep your eyes peeled and hide your 
woman because The Mystic Boer will 
come riding from the East in a dust storm 
on his mighty, mutant...wheelbarrow!
Beware to walk alone at night.... for Mr. 
sparkles is on the loose and floating 
through the desert night, he will bedazzle 
& mesmerize any unsuspecting traveller 
who dares to look up at his motorised 
mirror ball!

The oN FIRe DePARTmeNT 
doug taylor
The “ÓN FIRE DEPARTMENT”will be present 
with its highly trained burners ensuring 
that no Tankwa residents get too HOT. We 
are present to cool down potential OVER 
burners. Available to spray burners on 
request with water and Perhaps cool down 
people dancing on HOT coals HAVE FUN!

The ReheARSAl – TAKING YoU To 
The oTheR SIDe … 
antony Cooper
What the eye sees, is not what the *I* 
experiences in our mobile exploratorium 
of life and light. The ominous omnibus 
represents centuries of coachbuilders*s 
craft to ensure a ride that is the end all of 
a lifetime.  Stretched and spacious, this is 
a portal to possibilities * a sedate journey 
to the realm of *what if*.
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Our gift to you is the opportunity to 
traverse the playa in a capsule of re-
adjusting mirror reflections and a different 
light. Not speed wagon or Volkswagen, 
but a graceful drive to the other side.  A 
Pontiac recycled, your passage rehearsed.

The SecoND lADY 
adaM duxBury
The Second Lady is a tame and gentle 
ladybug whose 2014 Burn journey was 
incomplete. She’s now back and as 
beautiful as ever. She’s easy on the eyes 
and always carries liquid supplies. She 
also sports photographic studio lighting 
- very exciting! Find her in the Binnekring 
serenading the beautiful burners, flapping 
her wings and sharing love, light & good 
hearty energy.

The SNAIl 
reza saCranie
The Snail evolved into what it is today at 
the 2012 Archetypes Burn, our calling 
became clear - we trail around slowly 
picking up and dropping of our delicate 
cargo of smiling faces at scenes of great 
spectacle, big flames and wherever 
there’s action, then in the early hours of 
the morning we carry the satiated and 
weak back to their places of abode, in the 
day its loads of kids and the art tour and 
parade. The Snail has always been able  
to make a real tangible contribution to 
the Burns and create joyful memories for 
so many.

The SPIRIT TRAIN 
MiChael Kennedy
Seeking … Searching … Living … 
Breathing … Laughing … Loving …
And leading you into a story of romance 
and fate… A feeling that has long since 
left the gate…. A time of giving…. A 
space for living… A symphony of music 

within our souls. To see like children and 
never grow old. To see above we must go 
below. To shave down the tall grass and 
cast long shadows. To shade those who 
follow and confuse those with arrows. We 
clear this space to empty our minds. To 
channel pure spirit and incubate time. To 
look inside ourselves to see if we can see 
outside of ourselves and see nature for 
this precious heritage to keep within the 
reach of our children …
This is Lobo. His head stands tall but his 
heart may fall
Feel it …
Feed it …
Feed the heartbeat… 

The SWAN 
ian henderson
Reflecting the sun off her metallic feathers 
by day, glowing with a deep blue 
effervesce by night, the Swan returns to the 
Burn to shed her love, light and happiness 
to the Playa.

mURTle The TURTle BY BRAD 
BRIScoe

Have you ever seen a giant land turtle? 
Defying the laws of nature, this majestic 
beast swims the desert landscape foraging 
for tasty scraps of uv lights and bicycles. 
Come and say hello if you’re lucky enough 
to spot him. Like the rest of his kind he 
enjoys a good chin scratch and shell rub. 

mV150120A ... AKA QT 
Fotini BaBaletaKis
...It’s cute, it’s cuddly ... it’s what you have 
always wanted at any burn,... to watch 
the burn from your own bedroom.. well QT 
has solved the problem. We have a trailer 
with a double bunk for ultimate bedroom 
comfort and warmth. We have 100’s of 
soft toys for you to hug should you be 
feeling insecure. Everything gentle, soft, 
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cosy, relaxing, welcoming, agreeable is on 
this ride. You are welcome to hop on and 
hunker down while we tow you around the 
Tankwa Town

ToNY ‘The loVe BUS’ mANeRo 
MiKe earp
Tony ‘The Love Bus’ Manero aspires to 
bring the beautiful people of Tankwa 
Town together through art, radical self 
expression, gifting, music and groovy 
loooove! Our Motto: ELE - Everybody Love 
Everybody! – Come one, come all, we 
open our arms to you, share our love :) 
Lets riiiiiide!!!

TRIKAlUX 
Charl BothMa
Trikalux bring fire and bangs.

UF Joe 
MarC erasMus
UF-JOE MUTANT TAXI SHUTTLE SERVICE - 
Binnekring mutant taxi service going round 
and round and round...Hop on...Hop Off...
taxi tiMes: When you see it running, then 
it is running. (and you may hop on or off 
as you wish)
When you don’t see it running, then it is 
not running! (so should not hop on...but 
hopping off is permitted at this time)

UNIcoRN oF TANKWA  
lara ilderton
Rainbow, unicorns and magic spreading 
the love.

UNTITleD STeAmPUNK TRIKe 
sean thoMson
A desert steampunk trike with a 
difference.  3 wheeled awesome

VeSBoK 
Fraser BlaCK
Bwana - Loki’s baby rhino - packs more 
than mutant attitude. He’s packing cold beer, 
ice, tools, fuses, plasters and rizlas too!

VIceRoY 
devin herd
Modified into a traveling-toolbox complete 
with everything a weary burner might 
need. This ride is a gift for those most in 
need, provided they agree to take as much 
as they want but as little as they need.

VUVUloUNGe 
the vuvu’s 
The VuvuLounge is back! Brought to you 
lovingly by The Vuvu’s & The Roses. Come 
‘n shake a leg. Nuff said.

WIlD ASS STAGecoAch 
JaMes MCBride
The Wild Ass stagecoach will make you 
feel like you are in the Wild West. Casino 
punters will be escorted in style to come 
and gamble

WIlDe ThANG 
Christiaan Conradie
Resuscitated chariot from aeons gone by, 
carrying the Lord and Governor of Pompeii 
to bestow gifts on willing recipients in and 
around the inner circle

zeFARI 
svend rands
The ZEFari animals have migrated 
to the golden plains of the Tankwa 
Karoo. The last of the higher intelligent 
animal kingdom is on an expedition to 
communicate with the homosapiens. 
We are united in kommoness and love 
and peace and stuff. There’s a rumble in 
the desert jungle. If you see the animals 
on the ZEFari Rover, jump aboard the 
migration on the luminous plains of 
foreverness. Only one rule: Don’t feed the 
humans.
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celeBRATIoN oF loVe

“Where there is love there is life”   
- Mahatma Gandhi
Too often, life passes by and sometimes 
people even pass on without them 
knowing how much we really love them. 
You are invited to celebrate the love you 
have for another, be it your parent, your 
lover, your spouse, your sibling or your 
best friend. Bring them for a ceremony 
where you will have the chance to declare 
your love for another. You can even come 
as a group of friends, come along and use 
the opportunity to honour yourself, or use 
the occasion to get engaged, married etc. 
wear: White
when: Wednesday at sunset
where: Metamorphosis

cRITIcAl TITS PARADe & mUTANT 
VehIcle mARch 

Bring what yo mama, yo gran-mama and 
your great gran-mama gave ya and join 
our rambunctious topless parade around 
the perimeter of the Binnekring.  
Schedule: 
15:00-16:00 Nipple-cap making demo & 
workshop. Please bring your own scissors 
and any double sided tape / fabric offcuts 
/ ribbons, bows etc. Body painters invited 
help with boob-bedazzling!! 
16:00-16:30 Tassel twirling burlesque 
dance class. Lady Magnolia demonstrates 
cheeky burlesque tricks & shows us how 
to twirl our tassels in hypnotising rhythms.  
16:30-16:45 Mutant Vehicle line up. You 
heard right - we’re recruiting as many 
mutants as we can to be chariots for 
fancy-free maidens.  
16:45-18:00 Critical Tits Parade. Depart 
by foot, bicycle or mutant vehicle - theme 

camps en route invited to seduce us, 
entertain us, shower us with gifts or 
ambush us with surprise parties!  
The parade will arrive at a fabulous party 
destination and infect the night with 
euphoric, ecstatic and electric excitement 
as the champagne sun sets on  
Tankwa Town. 
Please respect our NO PHOTO policy. 
Photos that reach FB or the public domain 
threaten the safe space and glorious 
existence of Critical Tits.

DANce oF A ThoUSAND FlAmeS
the Flow arts CoMMune 
As the sun sinks on Friday night and the 
energy starts rising up towards the burning 
of The Clan, the Flow Arts Commune 
will be preparing for Africa’s largest fire 
dancing jam - and they’re looking for 
you! The Dance  is not a metaphysical 
experiment - they really are looking for a 
thousand flames - so YOU, Ms & Mr Fire 
Dancer, are invited to join in! Dancers will 
gather with equipment and fuel at the Flow 
Arts Commune two hours before the Clan 
burns - however, dancers MUST sign up at 
the Flow Arts Commune BEFORE Saturday 
evening to get the right safety information. 
Anyone with fire dancing experience 
welcome to join - to the rest of you, may 
our thousand moving and dancing flames 
enthrall and inspire you!
when: Friday 8pm
where: At the Clan

IN The WIThAAK’S ShADe
KiBuKi KoMBuis 
Every day at half an hour before sunset 
Oom Schalk Trotsky will perform “In the 
Withaak’s Shade”.The performance is 
suitable for small audiences who will 

Performances & Happenings 
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hopefully be supplied with popcorn, 
friendly smiles and warmer hearts.
Roaming performance. 

KoBUS & FRANKI TIe The KNoT

Last year they shared kisses under The 
Kissing Tree…and this year they are 
getting married at the Metamorphosis 
Temple! Kobus and Franki would love 
YOU, their AfrikaBurn family, to be there in 
your finest playa outfits and to witness and 
share in the magic as they exchange their 
sacred vows. 
Everyone is invited! Cupcakes and candy 
pop to be served afterwards.  
when: Friday 4pm 
where: Metamorphosis

leoPARD mAFIA 

Thursday wear LEOPARD all day and all 
night at the 2nd annual Leopard Mafia 
frenzy. Meet up with your fellow spotted 
beast so congregate, purr and take photos. 
Then we join the Buggy Nights procession 
and leave to take over whatever party we 
desire .If you don’t join us you can still 
wear your spots and be awesome! ROAR!
when: Thursday 2pm 
where: CaMp now (10-ish Boulevard 
and alms street)

mUTeA
Fire in the sKy 
In the hours of dawn and dusk a distant 
chant can be heard. It belongs to a tribe 
known as the Afreakins. Guided by their 
Shaman, they welcome in the new day or 
bless the descending dark with an ancient 
ritual. It is at this time that they share their 
unusual drink, MuTeA, which has ever-
changing flavour and aroma. In the heat of 
the day they ride forth to create temporary 
places of shelter and to offer weary 
travellers the gift of refreshing MuTeA. Keep 
your eyes open for these mystical agents 
of the gifting spirit!

We will move around randomly, far and 
wide with our performances, but one event 
is more fixed: we will be participating in 
the build-up to the big Satori show on 
thursday - look for Satori after dark and 
you will find us there!

PRAYeR To The NeW mooN
new Moon ColleCtive 
In the early evening we hear the sound 
of drums and trumpets from afar. A ritual 
performance led by half-animal half-man 
stilted beings begins. Into the evening 
space emerges the creature, heavy and 
pregnant. She is unruly and needs to be 
held back and controlled by tall mythical 
horned guardians (inspired by the /Xam 
mythology). As her time is near, she bucks 
and arches and seems to be reaching up 
to the twilight sky...searching. A ring of 
fire will be lit to assist her, and  when her 
time comes she will release the moon into 
the night sky. In the process a girl will be 
taken with the moon to be born into the 
evening sky above. Having undergone a 
full transformation and been given new 
life, she withers away with the fading sun. 
This is a moving performance in the 
Binnekring: keep an eye out for our 
stiltwalkers who will bid farewell to the 
sunset and bring out the new moon. The 
performance is weather dependent and will 
commence before sunset on the first good 
weather day.
when: When the weather suits
where: A procession around the 
Binnekring, watch out for a giant floating 
full moon and a ring of fire, this will signal 
the start!

RUN The TANKWA 

You’re invited to come Run (or walk, 
crawl, cartwheel, dance, sand-swim…) 
The Tankwa. We’ve laid out a 10km route 
in and around Tankwa Town. Meet at 
the cnr of 10ish and Binnekring road at 
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6h30am on Thursday for registration. In 
the spirit of gifting … bring a goody bag 
and get a goody bag … fill it with love 
and useful stuff. Run starts at 7h15am 
and Skinny Chic on a Fat Bike will lead the 
way. (Kids are welcome … small kids can 
join in on a bike). Up-cycled medals for 
the first 30 finishers.
when: Thursday 7:15am
where: 10-ish and Binnekring

The oUTeR RIm
the ChurCh oF MeMnoC
Out across the desert night is a dazzling 
array of lines and lights – Memnoc’s Disc 
Ultimate day/night field! Two teams of 7 
glowing players step up and launch a 
glittering frisbee. Game on! The players 
trace complex, chaotic, emergent patterns 
of swirling light and colour: a giant, self-
generating visual spectacle, powered by 
the drive to run for the disc. Commentators 
discuss the absurdity of sport. The show 
evolves as new Burners replace tiring 
players. Memnoc commands you -  
come and play!
when: check the boards on the court 
where: the Outer Rim court on the 
Binnekring between 3-ish & 4-ish.

Te-RAz The DeeP TANKWA DRAGoN 

Te-Raz the Deep Tankwa Dragon was 
unearthed by a group of musical misfits 
in the plains of the Tankwa Karoo. After 
a most arduous dig, Te-Raz was awoken 
from his slumber and enticed to rise again.  
His spirit, still strong in his remains, now 
travel with the misfits. When the skies 
align you can hear his roar over the plains. 
The sweetest melodies and the phattest 
bass will leave all in awe.... 
We are having a 4:20 party at 4:20 pm 
on Friday at 4:20ish street.
our performance will happen wherever 
and whenever the mood strikes. 

The FlAmING AmAzING ShoW WITh 
BIG BAm Boom AND PoAcheD 

Roll Up ! Roll Up! Come and be Amazed, 
join the festivities and see sights that will 
delight and entertain - Flaming Hoops, 
Tumbling Acrobats, Stilt-walking Wizardry, 
Sparkling Giants, Fiery-winged creatures 
and a nest with magic eggs. A show for 
all ages, Guaranteed to entertain you into 
the night!
when: Wednesday and Friday  
from Sunset. 
where: 10-ish Boulevard between 
Bequeath and Cornucopia str.

The mASS PURPle WeDDING
Bishop loon and the ForniCating 
united ChurCh oF the Karoo
A mass wedding will take place before his 
holiness Buggering Burning Bishop Loon. 
Every self respecting loony weirdo quasi 
religious cult (like AB!) deserves a mass 
wedding where confused chaps in purple 
tutus exchange morally compromising 
vows with half naked strangers. Need an 
in and out dash to the altar to marry your 
newfound Binnekring playmate to make a 
frolic in the bushes legal? Want to renew 
your wedding vows? Want the fanfare, 
the dress, the attention... without all the 
paperwork and pesky inlaws? Come on 
down to the Temple of Rock camp 
attire: Purple of all shades,  
ONLY PURPLE!!!
attitude: lovedupness
Bring: your own rings, flowergirls, 
photographers, cutouts of your mother in 
law, and a declaration for your love/r

PURPle PRoceSSIoN

The congregation are invited to take an 
afternoon stroll around the Binnekring 
with His Silliness preaching from the 
M*A*S*H*E*D truck before taking  
their vows.
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small print: Your marriage will have an 
expiry date...the moment you leave for the 
default world, your vows will fall away 
and will only be valid again on return to 
Tankwa Town. If you do not have purple 
attire you may be married outside the 
purple cordoned off area. Purple dress 
code will be enforced by Bishop Loons 
gatekeepers. Purple bin bags will be 
provided to make last minute outfits, but 
no one will be permitted in the church 
without the correct cult attire.

RecePTIoN - DeeP PURPle IN RocK

The wedding reception will be at the 
Temple of Rock.
live on stage will be: Bishop Loon and 
the Honourable Members,The Rockerfellas, 
Crimson House, Burn, plus more.
when: at 13:45 ish
where: Binnekring and 4:30-ish Str 

SAToRI 

Performances at Satori: 
thurs: Sunset: Hamoni
10:30 pm Satori opens with Kensho a live 
show by Markus Wormstorm.  
Fri night : Richard Marshal and friends 
sat night: Be Svendsen and 
Madmotormiquel and friends

hämoNï

All our souls are threaded with the strings 
of goodbyes, of ends. But alongside this 
there is a design of balance. The Japanese 
call it Hamon, the moment when several 
factors work together in unison to produce 
utter beauty. One cannot be experienced 
without the other. We invite you all to 
join us at the base of Satori just before 
sunset. Through deep, melodious music 
we compose a guided meditation to find 
a moment of Hämonï, a moment where 
we are reminded that life is even more 

beautiful for having hardship within it.
Bring along something comfortable to sit 
on, an open mind and a receiving heart, 
and come and join us and Tony the Love 
Bus from Tony’s Tarantism for this moment 
of Beauty and Healing.

SWoT-mATe
Mutant studio 
Swotmate Australian Martial art classes 
presented by the 5 time winner of the 
South Australian Swotmate championship; 
‘Bruce Tucker”. Classes will be 30 
minutes. Learn defence techniques like no 
other martial art. With Swotmate you can 
develop incredible speed, reflexes  
and confidence that will allow you to walk 
into any bar anywhere.  Classes every 
morning at 10am. We only have enough 
gear for a class of 20 but you’re welcome 
to come watch
when: Daily
where: 6-ish on the Binnekring in  
front of DMV

TANKWA ToWN TheATRe TRoUPe

Calling all actors, singers, musicians, 
ballerinas, fairies, clowns, amateurs, 
professionals, virtuosos and divas!
In 2016, AfrikaBurn will see it’s first opera 
being performed - Carl Orff’s Carmina 
Burana. Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s 
Dream is also on the cards. Come make 
yourself heard at the First Annual General 
Meeting of the Tankwa Town Theatre 
Troupe where we will discuss plans and 
have some fun auditions. 
when: Thursday 2pm
where: Symbion Bliss Village (Buitekring 
and 5-ish St)
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ThURSDAY

8pm: ABRACADABRA
8pm: Die Ninja Blokkie

FRIDAY

3pm: Righteousness
sunset:  
Anansi’s Gift - Kids burn
Freedom
The Mighty Wave 
8-9pm: Clan
10pm: Pelescope 

SATURDAY

6pm: Jy’s a Bietje ver van Ceres Af  
8:30/9pm: METAMORPHOSIS – silent 
burn. 
11pm: Come Dine with Me 
11pm: Love the way you Lie 

SUNDAY

one hour before sunset: Organism.
Just after sunset: Love, Life and 
Everything Else
8pm: The Lighthouse

SUBTeRRAFUGe

As you might have noticed from last 
year, scheduling the burn of this behemoth 
is a bit complicated. Subterrafuge will 
burn as soon as we have a windless or 
good wind direction moment. The plan is 
to burn it on Friday, Saturday or Sunday, 
weather depending. The weather will be 
checked and a decision made based on 
that. A red flag will go up a few hours 
before ignition at the structure – and a 
notice will be placed on the Updated 
Burn schedule board. 

BURN SCHEDULE 2015

As with all things in Tankwa Town, we invoke the gospel of 
“ish”. These burn times may change due to artists whim, health and 
safety considerations or the mighty desert weather. Please check the 
Updated Burn Schedule board at Arteria at Off-Centre Camp (between 
8-ish and 9ish on Binnekring Rd) for the latest info. If you don’t 
want to miss a burn, a good tip is to look to the horizon and go to 
where you see people gathering. If there is a burn perimeter, there is 
a good chance that something is about to burn. 
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Notes
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ThANK YoU VeRY mUch

Many thanks to all involved in compiling  
our very first What The Fuck Guide:
theme Camp wrangler: Isa Marques  
art lead: Monique Schiess
Compilers: Tash Davern & Florien Benninga 
design & layout: Mea Jordaan 
Map Maker: Na’ama Tsalik
proofing: Karin Andersen
editing: Travis Lyle

Photo by Mark Chipps
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So loNG UNTIl NeXT TIme - PleASe GeT home SAFe & SoUND
The road home is long, and we want you home in one piece, so please: 
don’t speed, and whatever you do, don’t overtake if you can’t see ahead. 
Thank you for doing The Thing That You Do - see you next time!

Photo by Jonx Pillemer
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UNTIL NEXT TIME! 

Racing outta here? That's a thing of the past - you're going to be pulsed on exit, but it's all in the name of road safety. Chill - tune into Radio Free Tankwa on 99.9FM and sit back and enjoy the vibe. While you wait, check that load is secure and remember: leave no trace doesn't end at the gate - please leave the R355 spotless. Stay safe and enjoy the afterglow!




